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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
V O L U M E

C O L L E G E V I L L E , 3 ? I E K r iS T 3

15-

letter From the DerataW Valley.
C olleg eville , July 10, 1889.
F r ien d M oser : — We have now

reached the desolate and ruined city of
Johnstown. This destroyed city wa9
composed of seven wards. These wards
comprise the boroughs of Johnstown
proper, Conemaugh Borough, Hornerstown, and Kernville. The third ward
being the upper or most northern, is
composed of Conemaugh Borough, and
is bound on the north by the Cone
maugh river, which flows southwesterly
along the northern borderof this ward ;
passes on a'nd is the dividing line be
tween the first ward of Millville and
the second ward of Johnstown. At the
west end of these last named wards the
Conemaugh river empties into Stony
creek. The mouth or emptying point
of the Conemaugh was very close to
the centre of the drift. The drift,
which no doubt every person read of,
was the collection of debris which had
floated down Stony creek, lodged and
located itself on the south side of the
Penna. R. R. Co.’s stone bridge. Here
it was where the excruciating confla
gration took place. Directly south of
the second ward is the first ward, which
is wholly composed of Johnstown
proper. We will now leave off at this
point and pass over to the east side of
Johnstown, on through the fourth
ward, which is also principally com
posed of Johnstown proper ; keep mov
ing south of fourth ward, which brings
us into the seventh ward. This ward
contains and includes all the borough
of Hornerstown. On the west side of
this ward, bordering' on Stony creek,
lies Sandy Yale Cemetery. This bad
been quite an extensive and beautiful
cemetery, but now is ruined almost be
yond repair, and in all probability will
be definitely abandoned
We are now
at the southeast end or border of the
incorporated boroughs in the city of
Johnstown. The area of this ruined
city thus far described had been com
pactly built, densely populated, and a
very active part of the city. The first,
second, third and fourth wards con
sisted of being the principal business
wards — the other wards' contained
more private dwellings.
This the
seventh ward lies on the east side of
Stony creek, bound on the east by the
Allegheny mountains, on the west by
the Stony creek, southeast by Bucktown, and south by Moxham borough.
Having now described or outlined the
east side of the city of Johnstown, you
can readily observe while meandering
along where and in what part of the
city you are. However, to make it still
more definite a simple plain diagram of
the same may be more satisfactory to
the many patient readers than the de
scription as given above.
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We have now passed on and over the
centre of death and destruction. To
go into detail or try and make even the
minutest effort on the part of describ
ing any part or portion of this district
cf consternation, dismay and death, be
ginning at the first ward of Millville,
moving on through Johnstown and
ending in Sandy Yale Cemetery, all of
which I am almost constrained to say
would be an utter impossibility for any
man to thoroughly describe, no matter
how eulogistic in speech or how com
mendable a train of thought he may
possess, with all human wisdom I
really consider and fully believe it be
yond the power of any individual to
fully describe the Johnstown horror.
In passing through this valley of deso
lation you will here make note of the
course this rolling and rushing moun
tain of water persued. As it came
down the Conemaugh and passed
through Wood vale, it partly forsook
the river, and took a direct course for
Johnstown ; sped on, and speedily
done its terrible and pittiless work.
From the time it left the Conemaugh
it commenced going up hill and kept

backing up against the downward flow
of the Stony creek. In this manner it
rushed on the distance of two miles,
when it reached the borough of Mox
ham. This place ended its career of
its onward flow ; here it spread and
soon came to a halt. This halt was of
scarcely a moment’s duration, when the
receding flow hastily took up its line ofmarch, summoned its power, renewed
its force, and again rushed onward,
seeking with a vengeance the remain
ing victims whom fate willed it should
devour. Will make a halt here at Mox
ham. My next will be continued from
this point.
Yours truly,
S. S. A dobe .

THREE TIMES SAVED.
BY W ILLIAM H. BUSHNELL.

“That man again 1” and the lips of
Kate Erskine curled, though rather with
annoyance than scorn.
“I don’t see any occasion for so much
feeling,’’replied May Allison, herchosen
companion. “ He is remarkably bandsome, magnificent in physical propor
tions, and minds bis own business—a
recommendation that cannot be given
the majority of his sex.”
“Perhaps a trifle too much 80,” with
ill-concealed pique.
“You have met him before, Kate?”
“Yes; everywhere we have been this
summer. He haunts me as a shadow,
and, by some preserved fate, is always
appearing at the exact time to save me
from inconveniences, if not deadly
peril.”
“A remarkably useful gallant,” laugh
ed May. “ What is the name?”
“Lisle Liston. At least, that is what
I was told in Florida, and in the Gar
dens of the Gods. Didn’t I write you
of my adventures ?”
“Not a word 1 Was this gentleman
the hero ?”
“ Upon both occasions. He saved me
with as much nonchalance as if I were
simply a wax doll, and—”
“Not a passably good-looking young
lady of about twenty, and weighing
some hundred and thirty.”
“Then betook himself off without
giving me an opportunity to thank
him.”
“Glorious ! I think I will cultivate
this rara avis,” and, unheeding the
frown she saw gathering, and the fires
kindling, in the black eyes, she contin
ued, provokingly : “A beau, so different
from the ordinary is well worth know
ing. But, tell me how and when you
met him, Kate, dear; What he said and
what he did. I know it must have
been the most charming of flattery, and
I am just dying with curo9ity.”
“ What be said didn’t occupy more
than an instant.”
“Ah! What he did, then? Please
tell me, so that I can bow down in
worship, even if at a respectful dis
tance.”
“Yes.”
And, though plainly showing how
much she was annoyed by the badinage
of her friend, Kate continued :
“Our party was camping on the St.
John’s river, and while the gentlemen
my father and uncles—were bunting
and fishing—”
“You, of the feminine persuasion,
were gathering flqwers and curiosities?”
“Certainly 1”
“And were introduced to the young
gentleman now stretched in a pictureesque attitude upon the sand by the
shore ?”
“A queer introduction,” replied Kate
with an attempt at a laugh, but which
ended in a shiver, “the medium being
an aligator.”
'
“Preposterous, even if true.”
“And so true that the recollection
causes fearful dreams even now. You
know my birds’-egg hobby ? It CL'.me
near being indulged in once too often.
I saw a queer nest in a tree, hanging
over a dark lagoon : saw a queer-looking
bird fly away ; climbed, crawled out
upon the branch— ”
“A remarkably lady-like proceeding.”
“Oh 1”—with a quick blush—“ I had
no idea that there was a man within a
mile, and, as I was reaching for the
large, speckled eggs—” '
“You made a precious spectacle of
yourself by falling.”
“I wouldn’t, if the limb hadn’t
broken.”
“And down came cradle a id baby
and all,” sang May, and so loudly as to
attract the attention of the gentleman
they were discussing.
A single glance, however, appeared
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to satisfy him, and as he became ab quick as thought the answer came, low meet Kate, fairly ran her up stairs, and
sorbed in watching the ripples kiss the voiced but distinct:
sent Liston away laughing as she ex
“Last night the moon had a golden claimed :
sand of the beach, and the wings of the
“ Oh dear, how shamefully I am
gulls that cut, as with white sickles, the ring.”
“Oh [’’ exclaimed Kate, nervously, to 'neglected. No alligator will try to de
glassy surface of the ocean, Kate re
her companion ; “if these words should vour, snake bite or ocean to drown, so
sumed :
“Fortunately, the water wasn’t deep, be an omen 1”
that I can catch a nice young man.”
“ Have a little patience, dear,” whis
and as I was scrambling out, drenched n. “A good one, if at all,” was replied,
and covered with mud, a great monster “ for didn’t you hear him say some pered Kate, sympathizingly, “and your
of an alligator shot out of the reeds and thing about a ‘golden ring,’ and what time will come.”
rushes towards me with open mouth and does that portend, if not marriage ?”
It did, and before the flowers bloom
snapping red eyes 1”
The company was waiting for them, ed again__ Yankee Blade.
“Intent, no doubt, upon a dainty and soon the yacht was dancing over
breakfast or dinner. Ugh 1 the canni water that seemed too indolent to ever
T om atoes Rare in England.
bal ; though I must own be showed rise into billows, or break into fo-m.
good teste in the selection. But, ser Then song sprung simultaneous to the
American readers, accustomed to see
iously, Kate, I should have screamed.” lips of all on board, save Kate Erskin. tomatoes in some shape on the table
“That’s just what I did do, and with Silently she watched the receding shore nearly every day of the year, will
all my strength. -But, before I fully and the stalwart form, and wondered scarcely appreciate how nearly that
realized the desperateness of the situa at the strange interweaving of their familiar vegetable comes to being a rare
tion, a deep and manly voice shouted lives ; if the future held any more sur delicacy in England. Ten years-ago it
prises, what the ending would be, and was an exception to find this delightful
in Spanish : ‘Teugan cuidado 1’ ”
“ ‘Have a care.’ Yes, I understand.” why the tongue of the man whose eyes fruit on the tables of any but the
wealthy; but to-day they are to be
“Then the report of a gun broke the burned with love had never spoken
found
in most houses during the season,
of
it.
stillness.”
there extensive cultivation having
To
her
witty
and
more
dashing
friend
“And a bullet broke the skull of* the
brought down the price so as to make
impudent ’gator at the same time. What her sympathetic face said this and more.
them come within the reach of all. Tha.
Then,
as
daylight
faded
and
night
next, Kate ?”
tomato, or love apple as it was former
“I hardly know; but I have a faint came, she instinctively looked at the
curdling sky, and, with extreme vivid ly called, originally came from South
recollection of being assisted— ”
ness, tbe next line of the question, America, but it was not until the clim
“Carried, you mean, with your head
“But to-night no moon I see,” flashed ate o f the United States was found to
resting upon a manly bosom, your eyes
be eminently adapted to their growth
up from memory.
turned up with thankfulness, his looking
She could see the outline of the curv that they came into general use, the
down into them with intense admiration.
ing shore, the white foam of the waves taste for the same spreading to Europe.
How sweet 1” and her laughter rang out
as they broke upon it, and felt the little It is, in addition to its valuable hy
merrily.
boat rising and falling beneath her, gienic qualities, one of the most profit
“Do give over your nonsense, May.
though, as yet, there was little of wind ; able fruits to cultivate, and we know of
There wasn’t anything of the kind.
she could hear the plantive cry of the one private gentleman who sends no
Without a word, he walked by my side,
gulls, as they whirled past, and the less than one ton to market daily in
until very near our camp, then disap
growling of the breakers, as they met the early season, the price paid for the
peared as suddenly as he came.”
the defiant rocks, and gnashed their same averaging 6d. per pound, all of
“ Without ‘good-bye’ or claiming a
them being grown under glass. Few
white teeth in wrath.
kiss as a reward ? What an idiot the
Then, and suddenly, the water ap come to perfection in the open air,
man must be.”
peared to lift itself- in giant throws to owing to the short duration of sunshine
“Yery far from it, I imagine; and I
the sky, the clouds to whirl down to in England. Like the olive, it was a
must acknowledge that he did say some meet them. From an almost calm, a long time before people became accus
thing, and very much to the purpose.”
passionate outbreaking of the elements tomed to the peculiar and delicate
“Told you that you we*e the most
came ; from a zephyr, a furious tempest flavor, but each day they grow in popu
beautiful being in the world, and—well,
was born. The transparent blue of the larity, so much so, indeed, that Cape
I wasn’t there—and how madly he loved
heavens became inky black. Little Town has been requisitioned for a suyou.”
motionless clouds were transformed ply of the same when they are out of
“It was simply, ‘Dios te guardia.’ ”
into writhing, twisting, battling mon season here.— London Tattler.
“ ‘God guard thee.’ Well, that was
sters, and, as if shaken from their folds
something. And you saw no more of
flashes of lightning came, the angry
No S to v es or Chim neys.
the silent gentleman ?”
bellowing of the watery orchestra wa9
“Not until we met in the Garden of j
answered by the deafening overture of
There is not a stove or a chimney
the Gods.”
the thunder, and the rain fell, drenching in all Quito, the capital of Ecuador.
“Hum—including Cupid ? What was
and blinding.
The weather is seldom cold enough
yo.ur adventure there ?”
In speechless agony, with limbs par to require a fire for heating purposes,
“Very like the other.”
alyzed by fear, Kate Erskine sat hold and all the cooking is done with
“Chased by Indians, nearly devoured
ing the hand of her friend. In every charcoal on a sort of shelf like a
by a mountain lion, or hugged by a
wave she saw hundreds of hideous faces, blacksmith’s forge. There must be a
bear? I ’ll vote for the latter every
hundreds of monstrous bands, ready to different fire for every pot or kettle
time.”
clutch and drag her down to fathomless and generally two persons to attend
“Neither, I was hunting for flowers;
depths. Then, mast and sail were them, one with a pair of bellows,
had stopped near a bush, was about to
blown away, and the White Wings lay and the other one to keep the pots
stoop down, when, as it it came from
a helpless wreck in the throw of the from turning over, for they are made
the clouds, there rang out, with startling
sea.
with round bottoms like the gingerdistinctness : ‘Arto !’ ”
Of what followed Kate knew nothing, beer bottle. No laundry work is ever
“ ‘H alt!’ . The gentleman must be
until her eyes opened upon a very dif- done in the house, but all the soiled
long to the military. ; But go on,
fernt scene—upon a clear sky through clothes are taken to the nearest brook
Kate.”
which the moon was sailing, uncloud and then washed in the cold running
“And in the same breath, ‘Mira!’ ”
ed ; upon a calm sea, over which a water, then they are spread upon the
“ Well, what did you ‘see?’ ”
little boat was being urged by strong stones to dry in the sun__ Youth's Com
“Nothing in particular, but the flash
arms ; upon a face bending over her with panion.
of a gun. A moment later, however, a
pity.
hideous rattlesnake was dragged out
“Mr. Liston, I—” she gasped.
An Invasion o f Cats.
and tossed near my feet.”
“Am safe.”
“I should much have preferred the
“The others ?”
“ When I was living in a steamboat
gentleman in that position. Had I been
“Are making merry, I have no doubt town on the Mississippi,” remarked an
Eve, he might have tempted me with
over the accident.”
old man in a barber’s shop a few days
—ice cream, say —but a snake never.”
“You say nothing of the saving part ago, “there was a fellow who put up a
“How you do rattle on, May.”
you played.”
very neat job on the inhabitants,
“ Which reminds me to ask if the
“It
was
no
more
than
any
man
should
against whom he must have had some
champion did not cut off the rattles
do
for
any
woman,”
he
answered
ignor
terrible grudge. He came into the
and present them to you.”
ing the desparate chances be bad taken, town one day and distributed handbills
“Yes; and I have them yet.”
“a thousond-fold less than I would do right and left, taking special pains to
“So, and treasured.”
for you, Miss—I cannot call you thus put as many of them as possible into
“ Her shrill and merry laughter again
coldly—for
you, dear Katie.”
the hands of farmers who came to sell
broke in upon the reverie of the lounger
Pulling the boat under the shadow of their grain.
by the sea, and caused him to look up
“That was before the raihoads came
sharply. Then he rose, slowly walked trees that fringed a grassy bank, he rest
ed upon the oars, and pleaded, with all to take business away from the river
down the beech and disappeared.
“Of all human conundrums, this is the strength and nobleness of his man towns, some of which bad an immense
trade. The place I was in had 5,000
the hardest I ever tempted to solve,” hood, his love.
“Long ago,” he said, “ I should have or 6,000 inhabitants, and was the ship
continued May. “I wish he would turn
up in the role of knight preserver for told you of this Kate, but a black and ping port for all the grain raised for
horrible shadow hung over me. Enemies miles around, as well as the place where
me, Kate.”
netted me in a web of crime, dishonor the farmers obtained all their supplies.
“ What would you do?”
“Make him talk, and something be and disgrace. This very day my per The last time I was there it had dwin
sides Spanish, or there is* no power in fect innocence was established, and dled down to a village of 2,000 and
without a blush of shame, I can face perhaps by this time it has no existence
eye' and lips.”
the world, can offer you the love long at all, even on tlje map.
“Talk what?”
“These bills that were so freely scat
“Love! But we must go^n. You hidden in my heart, and ask you, darl
remember we have an engagement with ing, to be mine, that I may ever tered about stated that the advertiser
be by your side, to save you from had a contract with a certain steamboat
a sailing party.”
company for furnishing a large number
An hour later, when the sun had danger.”
“Three times you have saved my of cats to destroy the rats and mice
tempered his burning kisses, they ap
life,”
she faltered, hesitated, and hid that were very numerous about the
peared in the most dainty, boating
warehouses at different landings aloifg
her
blushing
face in h§r hands.
costumes, and walked slowly where the
the
river. He, therefore, offered $3 for
“And
you
will
permit
me
to
claim
White Wings was awaiting its precious
each
full-grown Tom cat, $2 for each
my
reward,
Kate?”
freight.
From her burning lips he took his healthy female puss, and 50 cents a
In so doing, they passed near to
where Lisle Liston was lying, in his answer, and on them left the seal of head for kittens old enough to get their
careless but graceful attitude, and, in betrothal. Then he hurried her home, own living. All the cats were to be
her merry, mocking mood, May called for fear of bad consequences from ex delivered at a certain place in the town
on a Thursday evening—the night that
posure.
o u t:
May Allison saw them coming, took a particular boat was due.
“Skipper, what of the sea?”
She did not intend to be heard, but in the situation at a glance, rushed to I “ Well, that Thursday afternoon came

W H O L E
and the streets of the town were just
crowded with people. They came in
wagons, on foot, and on horseback, and
every person carried a sack, some of
them several.
"“ By evening between 3,000 and 4,000
cats had been brought into that defence
less city. They were left in and about
a vacant building near the landing.
The man was to purchase the cats was
nowhere in sight. The country people
were making inquiries for him every
where. A crowd of boys attracted by
the catei wauling went into the build
ing and began amusing themselves by
untying the bags and letting out the
cats. Of course the cats began fight
ing and raising a noise like 10,000
demons. Suddenly a stampeed occuired and the animals rushed pell rnell
into the crowd, crawl’ng over people,
jumping and fighting, and climbing
walls and roofs in a mad race for
liberty. The boys took after the cats,
and the men joined in, determined to
rid the town of the feline invaders. The
next morning there was a good many
stray cats seen about in back yards,
and a good many dead ones lying in the
streets and alleys. One boatman said
be counted over 400 dead cats in the
river. The man who perpetrated the
joke was never again seen in the place,
luckily for him.”
T h e Lim e-K iln Club.
A FEW MAXIMS AND WATCHWORDS
ADOPTED.

Upon the opening of the meeting
Brother Gardener announced that the
following mottoes, sayings, watchwords
and maxims had been handed in
during the past week to replace those
destroyed in the raid over three weeks
since:
“Look up.”
“Put yer ear to de ground.”
“Protect our lambs.”
“De man who is in debt has got hand
cuffs on.”
“De eagle flies high but he’s mighty
poor eatin’.”
“Industry am de doorway to suc
cess.”
‘Life should hev its roses, but cab
bages alius command a ready sale an’ a
fair price.”
“Doan’t worry about that sort o’
drapery your ar’ gwine to ware in
Heaben. You may not git dar.’
‘Some folks am so powerful honest
dat when you git frew tradin’ wid
’em you ain’t got nuffin’ left.’
‘A man who has no better use for
himself dan to become a reservoir for
whiskey orter hev bin bo’n to take up
less room in de world.’
‘Nature saves some men from gittin’
drunk by makin’ a fool of ’em on the
start, but a feller slips past her now
an’ den.’
‘Wives earnin’ six bits a day at de
wash-tub never strike. Dat am left to
husbands earnin’ twelve shillin’s a day
at sunthin’ easy.’
‘If you want to keep a man poo’ all
his life let him understand dat his credit
is good wid de grocer an’ butcher.’
‘Human natur’ is liable to mistakes,
but de police hev got so dey want a
fust-class explanasun of how dem chickenfedders got into de back yard.’
‘Whateber we do is just right. Wbat
odder folks do kin be criticised from a
dozen standpoints.’
‘Noan seem to us we would bark so
much if we was a dog, an’ yit we doan
car’ who am disturbed when we take a
fit to whistle or sing.’
E at Before You Drink.
“A large proportion of intemperance
in the use of stimulants,” philosophized
a physician, “ may be laid to the light
breakfasts eaten by most people. Break
fast is the most important meal of the
day, and sufficient importance is not
attached to it in the majority of house
holds. After the long fast enforced
between or late dinner and seven or
eight in the morning; a person in good
health should feel hungry ; and it is at
this hour of the day that the heartiest
meal may be eaten with the least pro
bability of bad results. The man who
starts out in the morning after having
eaten a hearty breakfast will seldom,
unless suffering from chronic indiges-»
tion, experience any of the discomforts
which might follow a similar- meal at
any other time of day. The chances
are that he will also enjoy a happy
frame of mind all day ; whatever be his
custom, he will find himself with an
excellent appetite. Eating creates ap
petite. The very opposite results will
follow the other course in this matter,
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and the man who has not had a good
breakfast will not enjoy a good dinner.
I have treated a good many cases of
habitual drunkenness, and in a great
many of them have found that the evil
practice of tippling was begun to satisfy
a gnawing, faint sensation in the
stomach in the morning, which was
nothing more or less than disguised
hunger.”—Buffalo Express.
A ll About Pneum onia.
Netter has written quite an exhaus
tive article on the subject of pneumonia
in which he reviews the epidemic of
that disease which have been recorded.
He draws the following conclusions:
Pneumonia is a contagious disease, and
the essential germs can be communi
cated, not only directly from an infected
person to others brought in contact
with him, but they can be transmitted
through a third person. They can,
also, as in the case of scarlet fever and
measles, be conveyed in clothing and in
many other articles such as are found
in the sick room. They are diffusible
in the air, but one must come within
ten feet of a patient in order to be with
in range of infection.
The pneumonia germs are quite long
lived. How they remain capable of
doing their work has never been deter
mined, but three years is set as the ex
treme limit. Pneumonia is “catching”
at any time during its entire course,
and even after recovery. Where a per
son is exposed to the disease and be
comes infected by the germs of it, the
first symptons, as a rule, appear be
tween the fifth and seventh day ; but
exceptional cases are many, and an
infected person may be taken down
with the disease the second or third
day after exposure, or he may carry it
about with him for nearly three weeks
before it breaks out.
A person who has once had the dis
ease retains for years a liability to have
other attacks, for the germs of it re
main with him and may be'found in
his saliva. Hence, such a person is
not only dangerous to himself, but to
others with whom he is brought in im
mediate contact. It is hhld that this
in part explains recurring epidemics in
certain families, and, also, while the
same person frequently suffers from
severe attacks during his life-time.
Considering the fact, now clearly evi
dent, that pneumonia is a contagious
disease, the proper precautions against
infection, should of course, be taken.
It is true that this disease is not
nearly so contagious as the most of the
other diseases of the same character,
but it is enough so to warrant a certain
amount of care. A patient ill with
pneumonia need not be held so danger
ous that a rigid quarantine must needs
be established, but those who are
brought in contact with him should
use a reasonable amount of caution—
not “take his breath,” etc. Perfect
ventilation is alike important to them
and to the patient. Handkerchiefs and
the like should be thoroughly disin
fected, and if a “spit cup” is used, it
should always contain some disinfectant
to destroy the germs in the sputa.—
Boston Herald.
Mice T ails.
The following story in the Pittsburg
Dispatch illustrated how much mice
love their ta ils: In Norwich, Conn.,
the other night, a young lady set a
mouse trap in her parlor—a trap that
was like a diminutive railroad round
house, with arched doorways, and with
a delicate little loop of steel under each
doorsill to fly up and catch a mouse by
the muzzle. The steel nooses snapped
busily all night, and next morning the
lady found five mice clinging in five of
the inhospitable doorways, and, what
was very mysterious to her, three other
entrances. She puzzled her head long
over the inscrutable problem. Why
did three mice visit her trap over night
and deliberately leave their tails behind
them ? But there was no answer to it.
A very bright idea, however, flashed
into her'mind, and she set her trap
rgain. The three tailless mice came
back to recover their tails, and in
the gray dawn of the following day
the young lady found threh tailless
mice dangling from the trap.
“Did you attend Dr. Bolus’ lecture
on ‘What to do in Emergencies’ last
night?” asked Waterman of Rednasil,
“I did indeed,” answered Rednasil,
“and got a valuable pointer.”
“ What did you learn ?”
“Why, he told us that when a man
got bitten by a Snake he should im
mediately drink a quart of whiskey.
Do you know where there are any
snakes ?”
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E . S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, July 18, 1889.
A ccording to the annual report of the
Secretary of Internal Affairs 6000
marriages have taken place in Camden
during the past year, all to evade the
marriage law of Pennsylvania. The
clergymen of the State might join
hands with the politicians and secure
the repeal of the marriage license law,
It is a humbug, anyhow.
U pwards of 600 lives are reported to

have been lost by a terrible flood in
China which occurred a few days befor the Johnstown disaster. Calamities
of this character are so common in
China that this latest flood will not, of
course, provoke much attention; but
it is especially interesting as a fact
since it serves to show how widespread
have been the elemental disturbances of
the present summer.
T he great English statesman, Mr.
Gladstone, will celebrate his “golden
wedding” on the 26th of this month,
and extensive preparations are being
made by his admirers to make the an
niversary notable. Aside from his
manifold services to the cause of hu
manity, the domestic life of Gladstone
has constantly illustrated the sterling
and important virtues of conjugal love
and fidelity.
A nd now there is a serious dispute
between the people of Johnstown and
the methods of the State Commission
in distributing the large fund contrib
uted for the relief of the sufferers. A
large meeting of representative citizens
o f Johnstown was held on Saturday, at
which the delay in distributing and the
plan of distribution were strongly con
demned by both speeches and resolu
tions. This sounds very bad.
E arly estimates by the Agricultural

Department at Washington and by
commercial agencies placed the wheat
crop at something over 500,000,000
bushels, or one of the largest ever
grown in the country. Reports from
Dakota and other States and Terri
tories of the Northwest now indicate a
very short crop in that section, owing
to th e‘extreme drought, while in the
East the wheat harvest has been seri
ously damaged by the wet weather.
Between drought in one part of the
country and deluges in another, the
wheat crop will no doubt fall much
short of the early estimates.
T he payments made by the Govern

ment for pensions are now larger than
the entire cost of the large standing
army of Germany, including its pen
sions, and the present Commissioner of
Pensions, Tanner, continues to rush
headlong forward in favoring all kinds
of applications for pensions. Sooner
or later the matter of granting pensions
will become a very grave issue, and it
will require the combined exertion of
all the true heroes of the rebellion to
hold in check the greed and avarice of
mendicants whose chief glory in peace
seems to consist in getting money
without earning it. Every maimed
soldier should receive a pension. Every
pretender and perjurer should be sent
to jail for a season, and the Commis
sioner of Pensions who traffics in
pensions for personal advancement
should be publicly derided.
W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
From our regular correspondent.

W ashington, July 12, 1889.—The

climate of Washington has again shame
lessly disgraced us all, the thermometer
recklessly plunged into the nineties.
With few exceptions, the capital has
been during the past week the hottest
town in the United States. Those able
to go, have made haste to leave the
city.
The President is numbered
among the unfortunate, and will not
be able to join his family at Deer Park
before next week. The number of
ulta-fashionable people in official life
that have followed the Harrisons to
that charming mountain resort is sur
prising. Mrs. Commodore this and
Mrs. Rear-admiral that are there in
full force. The Elkins family carriage
is drifted into the service of Mrs.
Harrison and the babies, and Rev. Mr.
Scott, her father, and the schemes that
naughty spoilsman have concocted to
get possession of the President when
he goes to Deer Park are deep laid.
The seat of Government will pratically
be in the mountains for the next
month.
During the Sullivan-Kilrain fight this
week the departments were practically
deserted by employees and the telegraph
bulletin boards became the centers of
attraction for everyone, high or low.
Probably $15,000 changed hands here
on the result, though no heavy gambling
was done. Authentic news of the fight

arrived about 5 o’clock in the afternoon.
The excitement reminded one of that
common a few years ago. in receiving
election returns from the October
states. For some reason, the White
House telegraph operator considerately
remained on duty all the evening and
his wire being in direct connection with
the Western Union line bearing the
news of the battle, he could not help
receiving the account. Uncle Jerry
Rusk innocently meandered over from
his lonely quarters at the Ebbitt and
Secretary Tracy also found business at
the Executive Mansion. Secretary
Noble, though the hour was rather
unusual for a cabinet meeting in time
of peace, somehow happened to drop
in, and was shocked to hear that his
colleagues were deep in the mysteries
of the forty-fourth round. Post-master
General Wanamaker was there, deter
mined to see what brutes men can
make of themselves. In fact the feeling
throughout the city was one of intense
interest. There was general satisfaction
in the result, although Washington is
so close to Baltimore that it was favor
ably influenced by the stories of
Kilrain’s wonderful staying qualities
and thereby lost a neat sum of money.
Commissioner Tanner is tasting the
sorrows of official life. The inevitable
reaction which follows a too pronounced
success, has set in, and the Commis
sioner’s life is not a happy one. The
removal of his prviate Secretary by
Secretary Noble has been followed by
an order from the Interior department
prohibiting the promiscuous making of
claims “special.” This, in its turn, was
followed during Mr. Tanner’s absence
on Monday by the discharge of three
members of the medical corps of the
Pension Bureau. Commissioner Tanner
refuses to acknowledge that bis rela
tions with the secretary are strained or
that these discharges are intended as a
rebuke. One of the discharged em
ployes, a Dr. Carpenter, alleges that he
was discharged because he was too
liberal in allowing big re-ratings of
pensions.
Re-rating as a system, was discovered
by General Black as a very neat means
of showing that former administrations
had not delt liberally with the soldiers.
These re-ratings were however not
allowed to greatly deplete the Treasury
by their size and were generally re
stricted to the doubtful states. They
attained their greatest number during
the campaign of last fall.
Corporal Tanner’s accession to power
was regarded by a vast number of ex
soldiers as an unalloyed blessing. The
cry was “the old flag and appropria
tions.” There was to be enough money
for all, and one would have but to ask
to receive. In the Pension Bureau
itself is a small but powerful clique of
pensioners whose members are contin
ually applying for increase. An assist
ant chief of one of the divisions has
applied for increase seven times in the
last three years. This clique saw a
golden chance to obtain re-ratings and
in about the time it takes to tell it, a
dozen of the crowd had mysteriously
had their claims reconsidered, obtain
ing thereby from eight or nine hundred
to thirty five hundred dollars each.
They literally passed on the merits of
each others claims. The game finally
attracted the attention of the Secretary
with the result described.
The muttered threats heard against
the Secretary, from a small circle of
these people, he does not heed.
A n Instructive Lesson.

The strangest canal in the world is a
discussing the incident recently said it
was the first time they ever beard of canal sixteen miles long, between Woran engine in rapid motion being struck sley and St. Helens, in the north of
England, and is underground from end
by lightning.
to end. Many years ago the Duke of
Bridgewater’s managers thought they
T h e Secret of Youth.
could save money by transporting the
coal in his mines underground instead
AN EMINENT FRENCH DOCTOR THINKS THAT
of on the surface. So the canal was
HE HAS FOUND IT AT LAST.
constructed, the mines connected and
The Courrier des Etats Unis has pub drained at the same time. Ordinary
lished an account of the most startling canal boats are used, but the power is
discovery of the age. It is alleged to furnished by men. On the roof of the
be the secret of perennial youth. Dr. tunnel arch are cross pieces, and the
Brown-Sequard is Claude Bernard’s men who do the work of propulsion lie
successor in the College de France, on their backs on the coal and push
and one of the most eminent specialists with their feet against the cross bars on
in nervous diseases in the world. He the roof.
is president of the world Biological
Society of Paris. At the last reunion
S ix T housand L iv es Lost.
of that body, a few weeks ago, the
S
an
F rancisco, July 16.—The steamer
venerable old scientist, bowed with
seventy-two years of existence, rose, City of New Orleans arrived last even
and in slow, firm tones addressed his ing from Hong Kong and Yokohama.
The Japan Gazette of the 29th ultimo
colleagus th u s:
“Gentlemen, I believe that hereafter contains the following : Intelligence
the question of preserving youthfulness has been received at Hong Kong from
can be studied, and solved by what Kyang Chan, Prefecture in the north
east of Kwangtung, that early on the
science has given u s!”
Dr. Brown-Sequard then went on to morning of the 2d of June the Chan
say that transfusion of blood had not Pinges Ping Yuen districts were flooded
solved the problem of rejuvenating by the bursting of a water-spout or
age. The blood is a great distributor tornado, described by the Chinese as a
of oxygen to the organs, but the organs water dragon, and the level country
themselves are the depositories and was flooded with nearly thirty-six feet
of water. Upwards of 6,000 lives were
transformers of forces.
“Then,” Dr. Brown-Sequard contin lost.
ued, “if into a man old or feeble the
living cells of a young and vigorous
Her Preference.
being could be injected, why should he
We eat upon the topmoet etep,
not vibrate in unison with this fresh
And talked of this and th a t;
life, which pervades him intimately ?”
She asked me if I’d been away,
Twenty years ago Dr. Brown-Sequard
And how I liked her hat.
advanced this view in a lecture before
the Medical Faculty of Paris. Since
We chatted about various things,
Of novels and the weather;
then he has devoted himself to constant
For honrs, on almost every theme,
experiments on old animals.
We there conversed together.
On the 15th of last May, believing
that he had arrived at a convincing
I asked what paper she preferred;
proof of bis view, he chose himself as
She hesitated some,
the next subject for experiment.
While through the dark around we heard
The latest searcher for the fountain
The gay mosquito’s hum. .
of youth and the well-spring of life ob
She moved a little closer then,
tains bis panacea in this way.
And answered : “ Can’t you guess ?
He takes from young living animals,
Why, the one of all that suits me most
such as dogs and pigs, certain organs.
Is the Daily Evening Press.”
These still palpitating, he casts into a
— Chicago Newt.
mertar and brays. The triturated or
gans are then commingled with dis
Philadelphia Markets.
tilled water and the liquid filtered.
After this elixir was thoroughly clar
P hiladelphia , July 13,1889.
ified Dr. Brown-Sequard administered
FLO UR AND M RAL.
to himself a cubic centimeter with an
hypodermic syringe, just as morphine Minnesota clear,
- $3 50 to 4 25
Pennsylvania family
4 25 to 4 75
is injected.
and other high grades,
5 75 to 6 25
The Doctor declares that the day Patent
Rye flour, - 2 8 5 to 3 0 0
following this experiment, after two in Feed,
- $12 50 to $13 75 per ton.
jections of this vital essence, he felt
D R A IN .
himself transformed, Up to that time
8 4 to l0 4
half an hour’s work, standing up in his Wheat—red,
Corn 42 to 44
labratory, exhausted him.
Oats
- 31 to 83
Now, be declares that he can study
PR O V IS IO N S .
three hours uninterruptedly without
13 50 to 15 50
the least repose. His appetite has in Mess Pork, . . .
7 00 to 9 00
Beef, - creased, bis sleep is sweet arKhrefresh- Mess
15 50 to 17 00
Beef Hams, ing, bis stomach performs its Tunctions Smoked hams, per pound,
- 12to 14
flirto 8
admirably, and his intellectual labor is Shoulders,
- 6% ta
8
Lard, - performed with wonderful ease and Butter, 16 to 25
clearness. His feelings, also, have be Eggs, . . .
- 14 to 15>¿
come youthful.
CATTLE.
Dr. Brown-Sequard declared that the Milch Cows,
$25 00 to $50 00
dose he took was equivalent to ten Beef Cattle, extra, per pound, to
“
good,
“ 4 ji to
4%
years’ rejuvenation. Truly Pascal’s
“
common “
- - 3 to
3%
remark seems true, that “the mind tires Calves,
-4 t o 6
of conceiving before science wearies Sheep,
. . . .
- 3 to
5%
Lambs, . . .
4 to
7%
with supplying.”
Hogs,

READABLE PARAGRAPHS.

The old elm tree, withered and dead
in the top from old age, which stands
at the entrance of the south approach
to the State Capitol at Harrisburg, was
spared from destruction years ago at
the request of General Cameron, who
had taken a liking for it and bad asked
that it should be left untouched during
his lifetime. He was so earnest in
pleading for the tree that his wishes
were respected.

-

-

-

-

-

h% to

6%

HAT.

Average prices for the week ending July 13,
1889:
Prime Timothy,
$1 15 to 1 25 ^ 100 lbs.
Mixed,T 05 to 115
“
Straw,
- 95 to 100
“

THE
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IN THE LINE OF STAPLE DRY GOODS

T
Z
R
/.A
.IE
?IE
3 IE I You can see over 200 different styles and qualities for Suitings for Men and
We are constantly receiving New Goods, and
have the largest assortment ever
offered before.

Dress Goods!
-------OUR STOCK OF-------

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

L ocom otive in Motion Struck by
Lightning.
Quite a remarkable incident of an
express train being struck by lightning
while moving at the rate of thirty miles
an hour recently occurred on the New
York and New Haven Railway, at
Stamford, Ct., during a heavy thunder
storm. It was shortly before 4 p. m.,
as the train was whirling through the
town that a tremendous bolt of light
ning struck the centre of the locomo
tive. The report says : Engineer John
Schofield and his fireman felt a severe
shock which dazed and half stunned
them. Upon being taken from the cab,
both were seized with violent attacks
of retching. The electric bolt disabled
the engine and caused it to come to a
stop. The substitution of another en
gine caused a delay to the .train of
forty-five minutes. The engineer and
fireman soon recovered from the un
pleasant consequences of the shock
they received. Railroad men who were

“If I gave you a pound of metal and
ordered you to make the most of it,
what kind of metal would you select ?”
asked a well known jeweler. “ Gold, of
course," was the prompt reply. “I ’d
prefer a pound of steel,’’said the jeweler,
“and I ’d have it made into hair springs
for watches. A pound of such springs
would sell for an even $140,000.”
Benjamin Johnson, it is said, owns a
farm in Rush Yalley, U. T., upon which
he has just discovered a mine of natural
shoe blacking. An analysis of this
peculiar material shows that it con
tains 16 per cent carbon, 34 per cent
aluminum, and the remainder clay.
When taken out the material is moist
and soft, and when used as a shoe
blacking produces a fine polish, which
is not easily destroyed.

P

SCHEUREN,

Fifty tons of ice are required daily
to supply cold water for travelers on
trains leaving Broad Street Station,
Philadelphia, these midsummer days.
During every 24 hours 210 trains are
moved out of the depot, and in each
car there is a water cooler to be filled,
To supply these coolers with ice re
quires the constant attention of twelve
men day and night. The men are
divided into crews of two, and each
crew is in charge of a truck, which
holds about a ton of ice. During the
day about sixty of these truck-loads
are distributed. The ice is placed in
the coolers from the tops of the cars,

»

Whitens, preserves and strengthens the
teeth and gums.

'W -

C U L B E R T .

I. H. B R E N D U N GER’S

G-KOCERIES :
Always the best. Choice Evaporated Peaches,
10c.; Prunes, 6c.; Canned Corn, 6c.; Canned
Tomatoes, 8c.; Raisins, Apricots, Currants,
cocoanuts, &c., &c., &c. 1®“ Headlight Oil,
12c. per gallon.

8 0 and 8 2 M a in S t., N o rristo w n , F a .
■o

T R A P P E ,

■■■■■ -

TO OUR P A T R O N S I N TH E

Country and the public generally. ^ ^ 5
We have made arrangements for taking measurements and laying Carpets in the country.
A new delivery wagon has been put in service and our upholsterer will personally take the measure
of any rooms, will make the carpets and put them down. No matter where you are In the country,
we are prepared to call at your home and take the entire charge of fitting your carpets.

Filled with dismay at the
frequent -and large shoe
bills for his children he
resolves to KNOW why
it is that his neighbor Mr.
Wiseman succeeds;
he learns from him
the secret is buying
the aZNUXNS

I® " All you have to do is to SELECT CARPETS from our stock, which comprises a COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT of Carpets, Rugs, Plain and Checked Mattings, of the latest and
choicest patterns from all the leading makers, all of
which are sold at the

- LOWEST PRICES I -

‘SOLASTIP SHOES/1
J

h e Wis e

Man .

Our Upholsterer has had 18 years’ experience In the business and we guarantee our work in
every particular. Reliable In Qualities, Perfect in Work, Lowest Possible Prices. We are pre
pared to give entire satisfaction. You are Invited to call.

A N D A N IM A L BONE

B A U G H ’S

for the children. Gold
Medal First-Class Award
at World’s Fair, N . Or
leans. Above is the trade
mark which must always
have our full name on the
sole o f every.pair " S o la r

R aw B o n e M e a l
NOT
CASH PRIZES

$25 Phosphate

B ü T T H E OLD ‘S T A N D -B Y ”

BAUGH’S

BAUGH'S

ACTIVE

PURE

B A U C H & SONS
COMPANY
P H I L A D E L P HIA.

NOR
ORICINAL
Manufacturers of
COSTLY
MANURES
RAW-BONE
RAW-BONE PHOSPHATE
FERTILIZERS—
a t l o w e s t Tc a s h p r i c e s .

T i p an d J o h n M u n d k ll

&Co., P h i l a .
(C o p y rig h ted .) -

—ALSO, FULL LINE OF—

.U G H ’S GOODS have been used so long and acceptably, that farmers need not experim ent with
them , but apply them f r e e ly with entire confidence in their value as superior R aw Bone M anures.
ANDREW ERWIN,

VALLEY

FOR SALE BY

WILLIAM HALLOW ELL. HATB0R0.
ISAAC 6 . C0RNMAN. MERI0N SQUARE.
S. B. EVANS. ACADEMY.
GRIST0CK & VANDERSLICE. C O LLEG EVILLE.
SETH LUKENS, NORTH WALES.
». M. KENDALL, L fN flE L D .
I. R, ROSENBERGER A BR 0 ., CCLMAR.
JOHN i . WHITE. LANS0ALE.
BAUGH’ S DOUBLE EAGLE PHOSPHATE. For Sale b« ROTZELL & RAI KE, D0YLEST0W H.

HUNTINGDON

SUPPLEE BEG S. & CO.. BRYN MAWR.
D3LLIN & SON. AR3M0RE.
R. R. 0EHAVEN, NORRISTOWN.

NEW DRESS GOODS ! ziSPECIAL EARGAINS=

G R O C ER IES !

— AT TH E—

COLLEGEVILLE
-----FOB THE----

Maple Sugar Syrup, 50c. gal. Extra Baking
Syrup 40c. gal. 4 cans corn, 25c. 3 cans toma
toes, 25c. Choice evaporated peaches, 2 lbs. 25c.
Valincia raisins, 3 lbs. 25c. Fresh Rolled Oats, 5
lbs. 25c. Try our choice Rio Coffee, only 25c.
A handsome gift given away with every ^ lb. of
Garden Flower Tea, 15c. quarter. Also large stock
of wooden ware, tinware, drugs, oils, paints,
hardware, and a specialty of fresh cement and
calcined plaster.

SPRING A l » N R ÖF 1889

W . P. FE N T O N ,

WE HAVE FOR SOME TIME BEEN REceiving from the. Leading Importers of New
York and Philadelphia the Choicest Variety of
High Grades of DRESS GOODS ever shown in
Pottstown. Among them are

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

BARGAIN^

Store Goods!

Largest Stock of Shoes

W . D. M en tin e

TOOTH POWDER :

Queensware, Glassware, dec., Linseed
Oil, Lubricating Oil, Paints,
Hardware, &c., &c.

EVER OFFERED IN TRAPPE.

Sol. E. Heavner, Proprietor

A E S .

BIRD SAND AND TONIC.

J O S E P H

Large Stock of Summer H ats!

QREATEST

Carriage Works !

W

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, g

Fine Shoes ! Men's
Plow Shoes !

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c., done
in the best manner. Ladies’ bang cutting a
specialty.
16malm

C O L L E G E V IL L E

G O T

In poultry.

Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c,, done
in a first-class manner by a first-class barber.
Dregs Goods, Muslins, Calicoes, Ginghams,
Ladies’ bangs cut in all the different styles.
Cheviots, Table Linens, &c. Cassimeres,
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Cottonades, Gents’ Furnishing
The different barber supplies for sale cheap.
Goods ! Hats, Caps, &c.
Razors put in first-class order for 15 cents.
No long waits. Two chairs on Saturdays.
and the
Some' one has taken the trouble to
Thankful to all for past favors, I hope to re
find out how far a farmer has to walk ceive a continuance of the same.

to put in and attend forty acres of corn.
To plow the ground with a sixteen inch
three-horse plow, he travels 350 miles ;
to harrow the ground thoroughly be
fore planting, he walks 50 miles ; to
cultivate it afterwards be will have
to travel 300 miles, making a grand
total of 700 miles, besides the gather
ing.

t

G .

For the prevention and cure of gaps in GRAY CONDITION POWDER,
poultry. Is especially good during moulting
An excelledt remedy for diseases of horses,
season, invigorates the system and starts the cattle, sheep and hogs. Increases appetite, pro
Special Bargains in Ladies', Misses' fowls to laying sooner than without Its use.
motes digestion, kidney and liver. Purifies the
blood, removes humors, restores health to the
POULTRY POWDER,
and Children's Shoes. Men's
Cures cholera, roup and kindred diseases Bystem.

21feb

L. H . INGRAM, Proprietor.

J O S E P H

In Complete Variety.

Next door to I ndependent office,

The Collegeville Barter Shop,

HARDWARE for the builder. A full line of the very best Mixed Paints, (a guarantee sold with
every gallon,) and in fact anything you want from a needle to not an anchor. Come all and ex
amine our goods for yourselves.
Yours very truly,

Pure Spices and Flavoring Extracts.
HEN’S FURNISHING GOODS! SANTItrictly
GAP MIXTURE,

Tonsorial Artist,

fTHE OLD STAND !

----- C hoice - G roceries - for - E v ery b o d y . -----

GOLDEN BAKING POWDER,
Strictly pure. Sold In bulk.
CHAMOIS SKINS.
Was never More Complete.
BIRD SEED IN PACKAGES.
We pack our own seeds and can supply
TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS, TOWEL
you with the best in the market. Also
ING, HOSIERY, GLOVES.

H i , Bitter, Cottage Cheese, &c.

a white that does not easily wash or
Paper Hanger,
rub off: To ten parts of best freshly
slacked lime add one part of the best with w. H. blanchford, COLLEGEVILLE,
hydraulic cement. Mix well with salt PA. Over 1000 pieces of paper and border in
stock to select from. All the latest styles and
water and apply quite thin.
novelties. Come and examine the stock. 20ju

Boys, which will be
made up to please anyone. Fit guaranteed.
SATTEENS AND GINGHAMS, PRINTS AND LAWNS, FOR THE LADIES.

DELAINES, CHALLIES, GINGHAMS,
PRINTS, AT BOTTOM PRICES.

V e g e ta b le s In H e n so n .
Sole Agent for Snag Proof Gum Boot, price $2.75.
The remarkable whiteness of the
From the Philadelphia Times.
Pure milk delivered every morning to resi Do. $3.50 per pair and warranted to wear well.
light
houses,
beacons
and
keepers’
dents of Collegeville and vicinity. Butter and
Most of the Southern States now
i d :R T 5 T G O O D S :
delivered Wednesday and Saturday morn
pension their actually dependent sol dwellings is thus explained: The cheese
ings.
13sep3m
Large stock Cashmeres & Cottonades for spring.
material
used
is
simply
whitewash,
and
diers who wore the gray, and the
Beautiful shades of Tricot dress suitings, only 25
number of dependents in the South here is the United States Government
cts. yd., double width. Ginghams, 4 yds. for 25c.
formula
for
mixing
a
whitewash
that,
All grades of Muslins and Canton Flannels.
furnishes an instructive lesson to the
W M . CRATER,
Bed Ticking, 12c. to 25c.
when properly made and applied, gives

North. When it is remembered that
the South was utterly prostrated at the
close of the war; that it had no capital
to aid in restoring its desolation; that
it suffered ten years of even greater
spoliation than war under the scourge
of the carpet-baggers,, that the oppor
tunities for requited labor have been
much less there than in the North, it is
fair to assume that the proportion of
actually dependent Southern soldiers
would be vastly greater than in the
rich, prosperous and rapidly-advancing
loyal States. South Carolina furnished
62,000 soldiers to the armies of the
South, and the survivors returned to
homes of utter desolation when the war
ended; but under a state law that
proffers a pension to every actually
dependent South Carolina soldier or his
dependent widow, there are only 1,932
on the pension roll, and of that number
only 530 are soldiers, the others being
soldiers’ widows who became dependent
in their old age. The lesson is certain
ly an instructive one in this age of the
flagrant abuse of our national pension
laws for the benefit of many whose
claims are wholly without merit.

SQUARE,

You unll find ju st about what you want.
EVER OFFERED IN

Direct from Keystone Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Every pair guaranteed to give satisfaction
or money refunded.

Near Gollegeville, Pa.,

G O T W A G S’ ST O R E ,

PROVIDENCE

Ladies’ and Gents’ Shoes !

J M. ZIMMERMAN,

A T

— AT—

Howard Leopold’s, Pottstown.

Finest French Serges at $1.25 and $1.50, in
Plain Colors, and also in HaLdsome Plaids and
Mixtures.
Fine French Henrietta Cloths in all the New
Shades, 62i^c., 75c., 87j£c., 1.00 and $1.25.
Fine English Henriettas, a yard and a quarter
wide, for 50c.—a bargain.
New Side Band Cloths.
New Cloths in beautiful combinations of color
ings in Stripes and Plaids.
New Shades in American Cashmeres. Pure
Wool,Filling, at 10c.
New Double Width Cashmeres, worth 25c.;
at 22^c.
Elegant Styles in New Dress Ginghams and
Sateens.

Q u een sw are
C rockeryw are

New Choice Cloths for Spring Jackets in
Colors and Blacks.
We have the best and finest line of JERSEY
COATS, for the prices, to be found in America.
We had them made to order by a leading manu
facturer, who makes both the cloth and the gar
ments, and sells them to only large dealers and
manufacturers.
Bottom Prices for Sheetings, Table Liuens,
Tickings and Towelings.

Earthenware, Hardware, Forks, Rakes,
Shovels, Spades, &c.

H o w a rd L eop old,

For Men, Ladies and Children, of all kinds, to
to be found in any country store, and in quality
and price we take the lead, Men’s Brogans,
$1.00. Shoes for Ladies and Men from $1.25, up
to $5.

SINT-

Prices marked right down to a close margin on
manufacturers’ figures ! If you
want to buy a

Solid « Oak - Bedroom - Suite I
Antique or plain, 6 pieces, you can get it at
Blauchford’s for $25.

Imitation Suites as low as $16.
Parlor Furniture, latest styles, to suit all tastes,
at the lowest figures. Always in stock at Blanchford’s a COMPLETE
VARIETY of all kinds and grades of Furniture
for any room in any house. Mattresses, Bed
Springs, Bedding, Comforts, Feathers, Bolsters,
pillOW8,

& C ., & C .

H ag, Ingrain,

S tair

— AND—

BRUSSELS - CARPET
A T PHILADELPHIA PRICES.
All kinds of repairing and upholstering done
promptly at reasonable prices.
Furniture delivered free in first-class
order. Carpets sewed and put down if desired.

W. H. Blanchford.

PO T T ST O W N , PA .
-----THE BEST-----

Carriages of all descriptions manufactured
within a reasonable length of time, and all
kinds of wheelwright work done promptly. Mr.
Valentine and myself, having been in the em
ploy of the former proprietor of the Carriage
Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of years,
we feel assured that we can give every patron
entire satisfaction. All kinds of repairing and
repainting and varnishing done promptly.
ISP“Prices always reasonable,
SOL. E. HEAVNER.

F R E S H G R O C E R IE S
I N F U L L A SSO R T M E N T .

MAGGIE MACGREGOR,
I D I R .E S S I V E ^ .I K I E I R ^

COLJ.EGEYILLE, PA.,
Good Rice, 4 pounds for 25 cents ; Peaches, 3 Will take work at home or can bo engaged by
pounds for 25 cents ; good Corn, 8 cans for 25 the week.
21)eb
cents. No trash kept in stock.
Bupture cure guaranteed by Dr. J. B. Mayer,
F . B . R U S H O N G , 831 Arch 8t. Phil,. Pa. Ease at once, no operation
or business delay. Thousands cured. 8end for
circular,
80auly,
T R A F F E , I P -A .-

JJRS. S. L. PUGH.
TBAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making

dK,

Providence Independent.
T hursday, July iS, i8£g.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities thrdughout the
county.
Tt is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the ''independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.

Picnic N ext Saturday.
Worcester township, near Centre Point,
to William L. Fenners, of Philadelphia,
The annual picnic of St. Luke’s Re
who will use it for a rose farm.
formed Sunday school, Trappe, will be
—An English magazine has decided held on the college grounds next
that a woman can not be called an old Saturday, July 20. The Pottstown
maid until she has passed the age of Band is engaged to furnish music. The
public is cordially invited to attend.
forty. So there are no old maids.
—The home of Montgomery Miller
on Manatawny street, Pottstown, was
totally destroyed by fire Tuesday morn
ing. The fire department responded
but too late to save the structure.
—The expenses of the Norristown
Insane Asylum during June were $31,850.20. The report of Dr. Chase,
physician in chief, shows that seven
deaths occurred during June, and 879
patients were in the hospital at the end
of June.

—Neighbor Scheuren, in the saddle,
had a thrilling experience with Dollie
M., Tuesday evening. It was the most
exciting equestrian exhibition of the
season, and no mistake. The mare
started towards home and got there
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
quick. Everybody is glad nobody was
We publish the following schedule gratuitously hurt.
for the convenience of oar readers.

Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows:

T elep h on es Ordered.

TO E P H IL A D E L P H IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.

Dr. Charles H. Detwiler, D. M. HunMilk..................... .......... ......... . ... .. .6.36 a. m.
Accommodation......................................8.03a. m. sicker, and H. T. Hunsicker, all of
Market..........................'....................... 1.10 p. m.
have each ordered a tele
Accomodation ..........................
4.16p.Ironbridge,
m.
FO B A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S N ORTH AND WEST.

phone.

The instruments will be pot in

their
Mail.....................................
8.03
a.m.residences in the near future.
Accomodation......................................... 9.11a. m.
Market.....................................
3.20p.m.
H ot H ay.
Accommodation......................................6.47p. m.
SUNDATS— SOUTH.

The large barn on the farm of Jacob
Milk.........................................................6.36a. m.
Herbine, in Oley township, Berks
Accomodation............................
4.42p.m.

county, was destroyed by fire, with the
contents, Friday morning. Loss, $5,Milk....................................
.5.48
000.p.m.The cause of the fire is attribu
ted to imperfectly cured hay which
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks had been stored in the barn a few days
previous.
NORTH.

Accommodation......................................9.14a. m.

From Abroad.

—The roughest road this side of the
Alleghenies—

Perkiom en’s T eachers.

The Directors of Perkiomen district
have elected the following teachers to
serve during the coming session :
Schwenksville Grammar, Lewis R.
Harley ; Intermediate, John S. Hun
sicker ; Primary, Ella Yerger ; Iron—The mortal who intends to ride bridge Grammar, none ; Primary, Lil
over that pike in a weak vehicle should lian Wanner.
get bis life insured before he starts.
B y Moonlight.
—There are places- on that pike
A
number
of farmers in the Schuyl
where the traveler, in an}' kiDd of a
kill
Yalley
and
elsewhere were engaged
vehicle, is in danger of suffering.a dis
cutting their grain by the light of the
location of the spinal column.
moon, several nights last week. They
—That pike is a terror, a wrecker, a preferred this method to that of work
bumper, a wagon-breaker, a stone quar ing their horses in the heat and sultry
ry, a horse-killer, and a standing re weather of the day. One Berks county
proach to enlightened civilization.
farmer was engaged with his binder un
til after midnight.
—The traveler who passes over that
pike must see that his shirt is securely
Old and Strong.
buttoned about his neck and that his
suspenders are double strength.
It is reported that Christian Winter,
aged 91, and the eldest resident of
—That pike is a terror, sure.
Centre township, Berks county, cut
—It is worse than hay fever or a grain for a half day for his tenant and
farmer, last week. The old gentleman
slugging match.
remarked that he did the work as easily
— Store goods selling at first cost at at 91 as 60 years ago. Mr. Winter’s
Schwenk’s store. See adv.
winter time of life evidently contains
some warm, spring days. May be be
—A poet sat down on a log one day
able to cut grain ten years hence.
To dash off a simple rhyme,
—The- old Germantown pike. At
least that part leading through Lower
Providence, Worcester and Norriton
townships.

But the Sheriff happened along that way,
And the poet had no time.
•

—Ex.
—Brother Fisher, of the Neutralist,
Skippack, paid this office a pleasant
visit Monday morning while waiting
for the Skippack express.
—The summer opening at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, last Thursday even
ing, brought together quite a number
of pleasure seekers.
— William, of Linfield and of the
Park, can sneeze four sneezes and turn
three somersaults in fourteen* seconds.
And he goes it-—alone, too.
—There is still hope for some of the
bachelors about town, since foreign
immigration is on the increase.
— A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., left town on
Tuesday morning on a business trip to
Clearfield county, in the interest of the
Roberts Machine Company.
— A cow belonging to Jacob D.
Wanner, of near Black Rock, recently
gave birth to a very large calf. A few
hours after its birth it weighed 115
pounds.
— Prof. Weinberger is having his
house on Broadway thoroughly fitted
up with steam beating fixtures. The
Roberts Machine Company are doing
the work.
—At the regular meeting of the
Collegeville Science Association, last
Sunday afternoon, visitors were pres
ent from Philadelphia, Consbphocken
and Oaks.
—S. S. Augee, of this place, is again
abroad ; this time on a trip to Johns
town, Pittsburg and the oil regions.
Read his letters on the first page this
week and next.
—The program for the summer meet
ing at the Collegeville Driving Park,
Saturday, August 3, will not be com
pleted in time for the present issue.
The coming races will undoubtedly be
very interesting.
—It is even hoped that
will be there, too.

“Barney”

—Harvey Detwiler, of Birmingham,
Alabama, a son of the late Christian
Detwiler, of Norristown, was in town
Tuesday in company with his cousin,
Dr. C. II. Detwiler, of Ironbridge.
—The wages of the employees of the
plate mill of the Glasgow Iron Com
pany, at Pottstown, have been ad
vanced eight per cent, and one hundred
men are benefitted thereby.
—A Hindoo has reduced laziness to
a fine art. He says : “It is better to
walk than to run, better to stand than
to walk, better to sit than to stand and
better to lie down than to sit.”— Texas
Siftings.
—Ambrose Dettra, real estate agent,
sold for Edmund M. Evans, of
Norristown, a farm of fifty acres in

T o be Plastered and Painted.
During the present vacation the ex
terior of the walls of Ursinus is to be
improved by an application of plaster
and wall wash. The outside wood sur
faces of the buildings are also to be
repainted before the opening of the
Fall term. The plastering will be done
by Lewis Grater and the painting by
M. H. Keelor, of Trappe, the latter
being the lowest bidder. Thé boys of
Ursinus will at first sight hardly recog
nize their alma mater if the contem
plated improvements are completed be
fore they arrive in September.
L ockjaw .
Lockjaw is a terrible disease, and its
appearance usually means death to
man or animal. About two weeks ago
a valuable sorrel horse belonging to
David H. Allebacb, this place, was ob
served to be lame. Upon examination
a nail was found in the frog of one of
his feet, although it bad not pierced
the foot very deep. It was removed
and the horse was apparently getting
better, but on Sunday of last week
lockjaw set in, and on the Thursday
following the animal died. The horse
was worth about $250.
Political.
The weather is never too warm for
our friends, the politicians. We mean
that it is never warm enough to pre
vent them from making an active can
vass, during certain seasons, in their
efforts to catch the offices they are
after. In this issue three Republican
brethren, Messrs. Ebert, Brower and
Blackburn, and one sturdy Democrat,
Joseph 0 . Beyer, of Wbitpain, adver
tise their names as candidates for the
nomination for Sheriff. The gentle
men named on the Republican side are
representative citizens, and either of
them would make a creditable nominee,
and a good run. In relation to the
Democrat we have to remark that the
Democratic party will not make a mis
take in nominating Mr. Beyer.
Just So.
Mr. Lewis R. Harley, the young
poet and orator who is at present
wielding a prolific editorial pen in the
sanctum of the Harleysville News, re
cently jotted down the following :—
“ Perhaps all p.eople do not know that
there is one of the finest views in the
State right here in our own county.
On the turnpike near Eagleville there
is a view for many miles in every direc
tion. The Yalley Hills are visible in
Chester county. The mouutains near
Reading loom up in the far off distance.
The Wind and Water gaps on the Le
high may be seen, and portions of
Bucks county are also in view to the
northeast. It is one of the most pic
turesque views in Pennsylvania, and
portions of five counties, are included
in the landscape,”

Prohibition Convention.
In a lengthy circular A. M. Viven,
Secretary, issues a call for a Prohibi
tion County Convention to be held in
the W. C. T. U. room, corner of Main
and Swede streets. Norristown, on
Wednesday next July 24. The busi
ness' of the Convention will be to
nominate a full County ticket and elect
Sustained a Fracture.
On Friday last Joseph Kratz, a son delegates to the StateConvention.
of C. 'Tyson Kratz, Esq., of Lower
Damaged H ay and Grain.
Providence, was thrown from a horse
and sustained a fracture of both bones
Reports from various sections of
of the left forearm. Dr. M. Y. Weber, Eastern Pennsylvania indicate that
of Evansburg, was called upon to at considerable loss has been sustained
tend the injury.
by farmers on account of the present
extraordinary season of wet weather.
Again Unfortunate.
In many instances portions of both the
Last Thursday morning Mrs. Wesley hay and grain crops have been ruined.
Sbupe, of Evansburg, in going to the Perhaps the corn crop will be sufficient
pump, slipped and fell, spraining her ly in excess of the usual yield to cover
left leg painfully. Within the past the loss caused by damaged hay and
few years Mrs. Sbupe suffered serious grain.
injury to the same leg upon three dif
Exam ination of T eachers.
ferent occasions by falling, the present
making the fourth mishap of a similar
APPOINTMENTS MADE.
character.
Superintendent Hoffecker conducted
L etter Carrier.
the examination of teachers at the
Davis Markley, for a number of Trappe public school house Monday.
years a resident of near this place, last The class consisted of three persons.
week entered upon bis duties as one of After the examination was concluded
the host of letter carriers of the city of the Directors of this (Independent)
Philadelphia. That our old friend, District made the following appoint
Mr. Markley, will fill acceptably the ments : For Trappe, Grammar, Milton
position be has assumed none will Moyer ; Primary, Miss Annie Smith ;
doubt, and we trust he will find his for Collegeville, Grammar, John W.
Wanner ; Primary, Miss Lizzie Gepnew occupation a congenial one.
hart. There will be a meeting of the
Directors on the 24th of August to de
Religious.
termine what text books shall be used
Preaching next Sunday morning at next term.
St. Luke’s Reformed church, Trappe,
W orcester Alum ni Association.
at 10 o ’clock.
At the second annual Literary meet
The Rev. George W. Stibitz, Ph. D.,
well and favorably known to the people ing of the Worcester Alumni Associa
of this community, and recently elected tion held in Lownes’ Hall, Center Point
to a professorship in Ursinus College, last Saturday evening, the following
(of which he is an alutnnus,) will programjwas well presented :
Music, Worcester Orchestra; Pres
preach in Trinity church, this village,
next Sunday morning, 21st inst., ser ident’s Address, S. K. Brecht ; Decla
mation, A. R. Kriebel ; Reading, Kate
vices commencing at 10 o ’clock.
K. Oberholtzer ; Yocal Duet, Laura K.
Fisher and Sallie G. Stong ; Oration,
Successful Edison.
W. C. Slough ; Recitation, Lilian Wan
In the world of Science Thomas A. ner; Yocal Solo, Addie M. Harley;
Edison is perhaps the most practical Poem, Kate Custer; Essay, Susan
living representative. He is now test Fisher; Music, Worcester Orchestra ;
ing an apparatus at Bechtelsville Berks Recitation, Minerva M. Hendricks;
county which is designed to separate Gazette, Addie M. Harley ; Music,
ore from other substances by means of Worcester Orchestra.
a magnet, and thus far the tests have
been quite satisfactory. The ore is
A nother Flood.
ground in powerful crushers and then
carried by buckets to a hopper, whence CAMPERS CLIMBING TREES TO ESCAPE THE
it runs in a thin stream near a powerful
DELUGE.
electro magnet, which diverts the ore
Another flood reigned Sunday night.
into a separate stream allowing the
The flood-gates overhead were opened
dirt and other useless articles not at wide, very wide, and the rain poured
tracted by the magnet, to flow away by down for several hours. Monday morn
themselves.
ing the effects of the deluge were quite
visible, and the big roads and by-roads
A D ouble Tearn at Large.
were washed out of their usual shape
at many places. By nine o ’clock the
Last Friday A. A, Landis, the genial Perkiomen was over bank full and the
restaurateur of 822 Green street, Phila low lands were soon Converted into
delphia, cameaip from Norristown with lake bottoms. Considerable grain in
his wife and another Philadelphia lady, sheaves, hay, &c., were carried away
behind a pair of dandy-looking bays. on the bosom of the rushing water.
Mr. Landis halted at his farm just be
The young men who were camping
low old Perkiomen Bridge for a little out on Hunsicker’s Island, Ironbridge,
while, and then drove over to his wood Sunday night, were compelled to
land. The ladies could not resist Mr. climb tall trees to escape the flood, as
Landis’ graphic description of the the island was completely submerged.
beauties of the place, as well as of the Later on the boys reached shore by
luscious dewberries to be found by the means of boats.
hillsides, so they accompanied him.
While the ladies were getting out of
the carriage, at the woods, one of the W ashington Camp, No. 267, P. O.
S. of A.
horses frightened at a trifling noise,
just as a rattle-headed horse will do,
On last Tuesday evening, July 16,
and making a tremendous plunge, the brethren of Camp No 267, of this
escaped Mr. Landis’ control, and a place, gathered around their camp fire
runaway was the result. Mr. and Mrs. to witness the interesting ceremonies
Landis had alighted from the carriage, connected with the Installation of Of
and the other lady was about to step ficers. District President, Richard
down and out when the runaway oc Somiesky of Pottstown, being unable
curred. She was thrown from the to attend in person , had deputized F.
vehicle and received several painful G. Hobson Esq. of Collegeville, Nat
injuries, though not of a serious char ional Master of Forms and Ceremonies
acter. The phaeton was, partly demol to act in his stead. At the proper time
ished, the top having been torn off in the officers previously elected by the
coming in contact with the trees. The camp were installed with all the varied
horses ran as far as the bridge, where rites and rich ceremonies of the Order.
they quieted down and began eating With the installation of an absent
grass, and were captured without much officer-elect, the officers of the Camp
for the ensuing term of six months will'
difficulty.
be as follows : Past. Pres., J. P. K oons;
FROM G R A T E R ’S FORD.
President, J. W. S. Gross; Yice Pres.,
The Perkiomen was a raging torrent B. W. Weikel; Master of Forms and
on Monday morning last. The heavy Ceremonies, Andrew Pfleiger, Treas
rainfall during the night caused it to urer, A. D. Fetterolf; Chaplain, H. H.
rise almost eleven feet above low water Fetterolf; Recording See., A. H. Hun
sicker; Financial Sec., M. R. Longmark at this place.
streth ; Conductor, Roscoe C. Fetterolf;
Rev. Jacob Connor delivered an im Right Sentinel, Walter Bomberger ; left
pressive sermon on Sunday evening Sentinel, Frederick Bradford; Inner
Guard, W. M. Schwenk ; Outer Guard,
last. The chapel was well filled.
M. M. Wagner; Trustees, M. T. Hun
The alumni of the public schools of sicker, H. H. Fetterolf, and J. R.
this township had their first anniver W eikel; Delegate to State Camp, F. G.
sary on Saturday last. A t about half- Hobson, Alternate, A. D. Fetterolf.
past 5 o ’clock on Saturday morning
last the line of 12 or more carriages
R epeal o f the Old F en ce L aw .
were seen moving towards Falls of
French Creek, where the alumni in
A M ATTER OB GENERAL PU B LIO IN T E R E S T .
tended to spend a gala day ; but their
bright hopes were somewhat dampened
AN ACT
when about three-fourths of their trip To repeal the first section of an act entitled “ An
bad been made, the rain began to de
act for regulating and maintaining of fences”
scend in torrents, and continned so,
passed Anno Domini one thousand seven hun
more or less, during the whole day.
dred.
The party was very much disappointed
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
and came to the conclusion that they House of Representatives of Pennsylvania, in
General
Assembly met, and it is hereby enacted
will take a nice day the next time they
by the the authority of the same, That so much
visit Falls of French Creek.
of an act entitled “ An act for the regulating and

Rev. W. J. Swigart, of Huntingdon
Normal College, spent a few days in
this vicinity last week.
Prof. A. L. Landis is spending bis
vacation thus far at the home of his
parents near this place, sometimes
superintending the work on the farm,
and making good use of the spare time
along the banks of the Perkiomen en
gaged in fishing—a pastime which the
professor enjoys.
“ Dan” is a good athlete. His latest
accomplishment is with Indian clubs.
xx.

gST A T E NOTICE 1
Estate of Daniel Harley, late of Upper
Providence township, Montgomery county, de
ceased. Notice is hereby given that letters testa
mentary upon said estate have been granted to
the undersigned, and that all persons indebted
to the same are requested to make prompt set
tlement, and those having claims against said
estate will present them duly authenticated for
settlement to
JOHN HARLEY, \ KA . . , ,
JOEL HARLEY, ) Administrators.
18jy
Trappe, Pa.

jgSTATE NOTICE 1
Estate of Henry G. Schwenk, late of dLower
Providence township, Montgomery county, de
ceased. Letters of administration on the above
estate having been granted to the undersigned,
all persons indebted to said estate are reqnested
to make immediate payment, and those having
legal claims to present the same without delay
to
LYDIA SCHWENK,
Administratrix,
Or her attorney,
Collegeville, Pa.
J. A. Strassburger, Norristown, Pa. lljy

PROPOSALS
Invited for excavation of cellar for new
house at Collegeville. Also for stone and etone
work for cellar walls. Apply at once,
lljy
F. G. HOBSON.

P O L IT IC A L .
UOR COUNTY TREASURER, *

Edwin S. Stahlnecker,
OF NORRISTOWN.
rules.

Subject to Republican
4jy-

UOR SH ERIFF,

A. Brower,
Of LOWER PROVIDENCE.
publican rules.

Subject to Re
18jy

p O R SH ERIFF,

A. L. Ebert,
Of UPPER PROVIDENCE.
publican rules.

Subject to Re
18jy

THOR SH ERIFF,

Wm. C . Blackburn,
Of NORRISTOWN. Subject to Republican
rules.
#
18jy

P O R SH ERIFF,

Joseph C . Beyer,
Of WHITPAIN. Subject to Democratic rules.
18jy

STORE GOODS
C

O

S

P

UBLIC SALE OF

rjiHE LOWER PROVIDENCE

FRESH COWS

M M Live Stock Insnce Cnpacf

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, JULY
29, ’89, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 20 fresh
u^cows from Western Pennsylvania. They
X are a lot of finely shaped cows, big bag“ "gers and extra milkers—just the kind to
suit this market. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions
by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.

S

pU B LIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS !

T

!

Having taken out a New Charter, are prepared
to Insure against loss by death, disease or acci
dent to horses or mules in Lower Providence
township and the adjoining townships in Mont
gomery county, on the mutual plan, appraising
the stock before insuring, and that appraisement
to be good for one year.
I. Z. REINER, President,
Eagleville P. O., Pa.
D. M. Casselberry, Secretary,
Lower Providence P. O,, Pa.
J ames A. Morgan, Eagleville, Pa ,
J ohn W. Barry,
“
“
H enry H. Robison, Lower Providence, Pa.,
Slmr
Appraising Committee.

Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
JULY 26, ’89, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe,
^ t_ ^ 2 0 head of fresh cows and springers from Kind friends give attention and hear what we
m i Lebanon and Lancaster counties. This
have to say,
" • “ ■is excellent 6tock, selected with care.
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock. Conditions by And we’ll tell you where to pass many a pleas
SILAS W. FISHER.
ant day.
J . G. Fetterolf, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.

gT R A Y E D OR STOLEN 1

Zieber’s Park !

On the night of the 15th inst., a sorrel
horse, six years old, one white hind foot, heavy
built.
18jy
F. ZOLLERS, Trappe, Pa.

W

RANTED !
A girl to do general housework in a family
consisting of four persons. Apply at General
Store,
18jy
PORT PROVIDENCE, PA.

I^OTICE 1
Gumers and blackberry pickers are forbid
den to trespass on the premises of the under
signed, in Lower Providence township. All of
fenders will be dwelt, with according to law.
4jy
HORACE ASHEN FELTER.

E S T

P O IN T ,

Is the place of all summer resorts for that pur
pose, as the proprietor, H. H. Zieber, has been
making many improvements this season. There
will be 75 swings, a table 250 feet long, under
cover ; also a number of see-saws ; likewise
toilet houses for ladies and gentlemen, and in
ease of storm there is shelter for 2,000 persons.
Also, one of the best P otographers in the State
always on hand. The Park can be reached from
Ninth and Green streets, Philadelphia, to Nor
ristown ; thence by Stony Creek R. R. to West
Point without change ; or by North Penn R. R.,
to Lansdale, then by S. C. R. R. to West Point
station, which is but two squares from the Park.
There is a line of coaches run during the day
from the station to the park.
6ju-

T R E SPA SS NOTICE !

1889 Collcpville G ratases. 1889

I hereby warn blackberry pickers not to
trespass upon my premises. I will deal with all
offenders according to law.
CALVIN BURLEY,
18jy
Lower Providence, Pa.

l®~ALIVE AND GROWING FINELY
Is onr answer to our friends who inquire after
the health of our plants, &c. We are pushing
the business heavily this season, and quote the
following very low prices.

UIRE T A X NOTICE 1

100,000 Celery aaG Late Cabbap Plants

Notice is hereby given to members of the
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm In
surance Company of Montgomery County, that
on June 24th, 1889, the Board of Managers of
said Company assessed a tax of One Dollar on
each One Thousand Dollars for which they are
insured to pay losses recently sustained by mem
bers. Pay will be made to the same persons who
have heretofore acted as collectors, or to the
Secretary at his office at Collegeville, Pa.
Extract from the Charter.—“And If any mem
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect to
pay his or her assessments within 40 days after
the publication of the same, 20 per cent, of the
assessment will be added thereto ; and if pay
ment be delayed for 50 days, longer, then his,
her, or their policy shall become suspended un
til payment shall have been made.’’
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Collegeville, June 28,1889.
4jy-

Late Cabbage, now ready : Late Flat Dutch
and Drumhead, 8c. 12, 35c. 100, §2.00 per 1000 ;
Vandergaw, the finest variety out, 10c. 12, 60c.
100; Marvin’s Savoy, extra fine curled heads,
10c. 12, 60c. 190. Celery , Large White Solid,
Dwarf Golden Heart and White Plume, 8c. 12,
35c. 100, §2 50 per 1000 ; Kalamazoo and Golden
Self-blanching, 10c. 12, 50c. 100, §3.50 per 1000.
Late Red Beet , now ready, 6c. 12, 35c. 100,
§2.00 per 1000. Sweet P otato, yellow, very
fine 6c. 12, 25c. 100, §2.00 per 1000 ; Red, scarce,
6c. 12, 30c. 100, §2.50 per 1000. Larger quanti
ties at lower rates.
Greenhouse and Bedding P lants :

Begonias, 40 varieties, from 8c. to 80c. each.
Colens, 10 varieties, 5c. each ; 50c. doz.; §4.00
per 100. Geraniums, 80 varieties, 10c. to 25c.
each. Pansies, extra flowers, 8c. each ; 60c. per
doz. Verbenas, assorted, 5c. to 8c. each. Roses,
Tea and Hardy, 25c. to 50c. each. Hanging Bas
ket and Vase Plants, 50c. to 75c. per doz. Call
early and secure the cream of the varieties.
p iR E 1 FIRE 1—NOTICE !
Slug Shot, for killing worms on cabbage, cur
rant, potato bugs, &c., 5 lbs. for 25c ; §2,00 for
imby’s L awn E nbicher , an excellent
The members of the Union Mutual Fire and 50 lbs. Rfor
plants, gardens, &c., 5 lbs. for 25c.
Storm Insurance Company are hereby notified fertilizer
Try
it.
All
orders by mail and those left with
that a contribution was levied on May 13,1889, the Collegeville
Bakers will receive prompt at
on each policy, equal to premium thereon, and tention and be delivered
on their routes free of
that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of said Com charge.
RIMBY,
pany, will attend at the office of the Company, Seedsman, Florist and HORACE
Vegetable
Plant Grower,
Swede street, opposite the Court House, in the
C
ollegeville
,
M
ontg
. Co., P a .
Borough of Norristown, to receive said assess
ment.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
Y T O T I C E TO FARMERS AND
date from June 1st, 1889.
Persons sending money by mail must accom
HORSEMEN 1
pany it with postage for return of receipt.
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
The Farmers’ Driving Park of Lower Provi
June 1,1889.
Treasurer. dence is now open for the season of 1889, and
6ju6t
the nndersigned hereby cordially solicits the
patronage of the public. Horses, broken to
harness or not, will he taken and carefully
>89. GREAT REDUCTION >89. handled and trained, and no effort will he spared
to give every horse the beBt possible attention.
— AT TH E —
Further particulars and rates given upon appli
cation.
A yearly membership, giving the holder of a
ticket or receipt the right to use the track for
one year, can be obtained by the payment of §5.
The track will be positively closed to the public
on Sundays.
In order to make room to build more green
R. P. BALDWIN, Proprietor.
houses, we make the following special offer of
Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. We have some
very nice plants yet in stock :
15 to 20 cents each. MAMBRINO HASSON.
Begonias,3 to 5 cents each.
Coleus,
15 cents each.
Chrysanthemums,
P edigree .—Mambrino Hasson was sired by
8 to 12 cents each. Reii’s Mambrino Pilot, be by Mambrino Chief,
Geraniums,
Petunia, double,
15 cents each. he by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino,
4 cents each. he by Imported Messenger. Mambrino Pilot’s
Verbenias,
Alyssum, dwarf,
4 cents each. Dam by Alexander’s Pilot, Jr., Dam of Mam
5 cents each. brino Hasson, by Hasson of Salem, Ohio ; he
Basket Plants,
15 cents each. by Imported Imum, (an Arabian horse pre
Fuchsias,
50 cents per dozen. sented to President Van Buren, by the Emperor
Gladiolus bulbs,
15 cents each. of Morocco) ; Dam of Hasson by Utility, he by
Heliotropes,
Pyrethum Aureum (fever few)
4 cents each.
American Eclipse. His colts took first
Roses,
25 to 60 cents each.
premium at the State Fair in 1886 ;
Tuberose bulbs,
10 cents each. H ^ ^ A * al«o at West Chester last fall ; also at
Pottsville and Doylestown. His colts
Other Flower Plants at Low Fiices.
took the Grand Prize at State Fair in 1886. The
colts that Mr. Phillips had at the Fairs last fall
VEGETABLE PLANTS : y
a year, were by Hasson, and he has taken first
Late Cabbage,
30c. per 100 ; §2.50 per 1000. premiums at the State Fair twice.
MAMBRINO HASSON will make the season
Sweet Potato Sprouts,
25c. per 100.
Celery Plants,
30c. per 100. of 1889 at Washington Square, Penri’a, at
twenty-five dollars a mare. Mares not proving
Vegetables in Season, Wholesale and with loal can be returned the next season free of
charge. Mambrino Hasson took the first pre
Retail.
mium at the Penna. Agricultural State Fair, at
Philadelphia, 1885 and 1887, for the finest bred
trotting stallion ; he also won the 2:30 race at
SLUG SHOT, Sure death to Insects, 5 lbs., 25c. Pottstown Fair, making a record of 2:30% ; he
has shown trials in 2:25.
tip ” This is the first season the services of
FREDERICK C. PRIZER,
Mambrino Hasson are offered for. §25.00. Up to
Florist, Seedsman, Grower of Vegetables and this time it was §50 00.
Vegetable Plants,

Collegeville Gardens !

21m r

-----AT-----

C o l l e g e v il l e , P a.

Maxey Cobb, Jr«

BAY STALLION—Star, and hind ankles
white, 15% hands high. Foaled August 22,
1882. Bred by Ezra Venable, Moorestown,
New Jersey.
P edigree .—Sire Maxey Cobb (record, 2:13%).
Dam, May Queen, by John N. Miller’s Old Em
AGENT FOR THE SALE OF
pire ; bred by Alfred Scatterthwaite, between
Shelltown and Crosswieks, N. J. Second Dam,
May Day, by old Henry May Day, (sire of the
dam of Lucy, 2:18%). Bred by Aaron Harker,
Vincentown, N. J. Empire was the sire of the
No. 8 Light Reapers and Mowing Machines at dam of Flora Windsor. Record, 2.30, Waverly
Park, N. J., September 21, 1878. Maxey Cobb
by Happy Medium. Dam, Empress, by Black
prices to suit the times.
Jack, son of Long Island Black Hawk. Empire
was said to have been sired by Canadian St.
Lawrence. His dam was said to have been the
of Lady Moscow. ,
Can he seen at my place, one mile WEST OF dam
Will make the season at Washington Square,
Montgomery county, Pa., at §35 a mare.
OAKS STATION.
JOSEPH C. BEYER,
Territory : Upper and Lower Providence
Norristown, P. O., Pa.
Telephone No. 76.
16maTownships, Montgomery County.

JO S. S. G R I F F I N ,

For the Next Thirty Days Osborne Reapers and Binders
A LARGE VARIETY OF 8TORE GOODS
WILL BE SOLD AT

FIRST COST I
----- AT "THE------

maintaining of fences”' passed Anno Domini

01 M o n Bridp Store Stand !

that may arise through the neglect or insuffi
ciency of fences in this province and counties an
nexed, be it enacted that all corn fields and
grounds kept for enclosures within the said
province and counties annexed shall be well
fenced with fence at least five feet high of suffi
cient rail or logs and close at the bottom ; and
whosoever not having their grounds enclosed
with sufficient fence as aforesaid, shall hurt, kill
or do damage to any horse kine, sheep, hogs or
goats of any other persons, by hunting or driv
ing them out of or from the said grounds, shall
be liable to make good all damages sustained
thereby to the owner of said cattle : Provided,
That all sorts of swiue going at large contrary to
the intent of an act made and passed this pres
ent session, entitled “ An act for the restraining
of swine running at large, shall not fail nor be
deemed within the construction of this a c t; but
if any horse kine, sheep, hogs or goats, or any
kind of cattle shall break into any man’s en
closure, the fence being of the aforesaid height
or sufficiency, and by the view of two persons
for that purpose appointed by the county court,
found and approved to be such, then the owner
of such cattle shall be liable to make good all
damages to the owner of the enclosure for the
first offence single damages only, and ever after
double the damage sustained ; and all persons

tdiF“For decided bargains in Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes, Hardware, &c., an early visit will
save you money.

Mrs. Garret Kohl has been suffering one thousand seven hundred, as reads as follows,
namely, for preventing disputes and differences
with malaria the past week.
Elias T. Grater is the crack marks
man of this place. With the old “sixfooter” he sallies forth. He makes a
great deal of noise, but his prey always
feels safe and know they can get away.

having any unruly horses, mares or cattle that
are not to be kept off by such fences as afore
said, are ordered and shall be obliged to take
effectual care to restrain the same from trespass
ing on their neighbor’s enclosures,” being the
first section of the said act be and the same is
hereby repealed.
The gist of the law which is repealed lies in
these words : “ All corn fields and grounds kept
for enclosures within the said province and
counties annexed shall be well fenced with fence
at least five feet high, of sufficient rail or logs,
and close at the bottom ; and, whosoever not
having their grounds enclosed with sufficient
fence as aforesaid, shall hurt, kill or do damage
to any horse kino, sheep, hogs or goats of any
other persons by hunting or driving them out of
or from the said grounds, shall be liable to make
good all damages sustained thereby to the owner
of said cattle.”
This repeal of the old fence law of 1700 does
not affect the law as to division or line fences,
which remains as provided in the act of March
11,1842. The question was raised during the
discussion in the House, and this was the dis
tinct understanding.
The effect of the Repeal is simply this : That
the landowner must fence his own cattle in and
not fence his neighbors’ cattle out ; if he does
not see fit to make a fence along the road, any
one driving cattle along the road must 6ee that
he keeps his cattle on the road, and out of the
fields, or pay the damage for injury done. The
repeal is plainly in the interest of the Montgom
ery county farmers, as it effectuates for the
whole county, special laws enacted in the past
for the benefit of various townships in the
county, to-wit : The law to restrain cattle from
running at large on the highway. The effect of
the repeal of the fence law of 1700 is practically
the same as the special township laws restrain
ing cattle from running at large, that is, cattle
on the highway must be in charge of some one
who shall see to it that they do no damage to his
neighbor’s crops or fields.
On June 23, ’85, an act was passed allowing
each county to decide for itself by an election
whether it desired this old law repealed or not.
If I remember, Montgomery county decided
largely in favor of Repeal. This act was de
clared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,
as being special legislation, and hence the above ;
General Repeal was passed by the last Legisla- j
ture.
' '
C. T. K.

S am p le M a ch in es

§ggp T W IN E FOB S A L E .
P. O. ADDRESS,

-

-

-

OAKS, PA.

USTATE NOTICE 1

Estate of Abraham Peterman, late of Upper
Providence township, Montgomery county, de
ceased. Notice is" hereby given that letters of
administration upon said estate have been
granted the undersigned. All parties indebted
The Stallion, Perkiomen Chief, will stand the to the same are requested to make immediate
present season, for limited service, at the Col- paymeht, and those having claims will present
legevllle Driving Park stables. Perkiomen Chief them without delay, duly authenticated for set
was sired by J. H. Longacre’s Black Cloud, tlement, to
JESSE H. PETERMAN,
record 2:32 ; his antecedents present a long line
Administrator.
of the best stock In the country. The dam is by
9maMambrino Pilot, and all horsemen know that Trappe P. O., Pa.
Mambrino Pilot stock stands In the very front
In all that pertains to great speed, endurance,
and breeding qualities. Perkiomen Chief has W A N T E D I
his record to make. In build, style, and gen
— AND—
tleness of disposition, all combined, he is the
Salesmen to introduce and sell our fine
of any stallion in Montgomery county. He
1338 Walnut StM Philadelphia. peer
is receiving his first instructions In the equine stock in their own localities. Write for our
The only known Dentists able to perform every art of trotting ; he is an excellent student and special terms to salesmen during the present
promises to go fast. Visit the Park and see
operation without pain.
Perkiomen Chief and exercise your own good season. Exclusive territory granted. Salary
When you require any dentistry, visit us. We judgment. Terms : §20. §10 to be paid at time and expenses paid to good men. Address at
will satisfy you with our work. I-gT’Teetli, $6, of service ; the balance as soon as mare is known once,
$8 and §10 per set, guaranteed to fit.
SELOVER & ATWOOD,
to be with foal.
Dr. J. Bond W att.
Dr. Charles L. Porter.
Nurserymen,
(26ap)
Geneva , N. Y,
-GEORGE W. MOORE, Manager.

Mrs. H. C . Schwenk.

D rs. W a t t & P orter,

I D E N T IS T S ! I

7 W . Main St., Norristown,

pE R K IO M E N CHIEF.

W . M. PEARSON,

J W. ROYER, M. D-,

Practising

Department of Agriculture.

Auctioneer,

Physician*
T R A P P E ,P A ,

P hoenixyille P. O., Pa.

Residence : Near
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Office at Ms residence, nearly opposite Masonic Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement
Hall.
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly

Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Practising

jgDWARD DAVID,

Physician*

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,

E V A N S B U R G , PA

COLLEGEVILLE PA.

Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.

U

S am p les o f P a p er
Always on hand.

A. KRTJSEN, M. D.,
MUSIC !

Homeopathic Physician,

LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ; h i ^ jnto AND ORGA3ST
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf
On or after September 1st, ’88, by
MAT H. ROTER, Trappe, Pa.

J

R. UMSTAD, M. D.,

Practising Physician*
EVANSBURG,PA. (L ower P rovidence P.O.)
Office Hours—Uutil 8.30 a. m., 1 to 2 p. m.
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
Store.
13sep’88

n A V ID BROS.,

Plumbers* Gas and Steam Fitters,
Offices .• |^ 1334 2816
N- 10th
s tGermantown
Avenue,
u f f ig e s

Country w o r k a specialty.
Estimates furnished.

J)R . B. F. PLACE,

D E N T I S T

I !

No. 311 SWEDE STREET, Rooms 6 and 7,
Second Floor, New Trust Building, N orris
town , P a . Branch Office : COLLEGEVILLE,
Monday and Tuesday. Gas administered.

Cheapest Dentist in Norristown.

N. S. B o n , B. D. S.,
209 Swede Street , First house
below Main St.

P h il a d e l p h ia ,

28mr

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER

COLLEGEVILLE MOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet lor
sale at reasonable prices.

W

H. RINGLER,

Blacksmith and Horseshoer*

NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)

The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide IRONBRIDGE, PA. All kinds of blacksmith
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the work done promptly and to the satisfaction of
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from customers. Four new shoes, $1.20. I will re
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
main at the old stand at least one year longer.
ap!8
4aply

UDW ARD E. LONG,

HUGER HOTEL,
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia.

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
best accommodations for man and beast. Tbe
bar
always supplied with the best liquors and
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
$6.00 per week.
J. W. PLACÉ, Proprietor.

Q

TYSON KRATZ,

J ohn Gunther , Clerk.

5aply

Attorney - at - Law,

- B A R G A IN S -

311 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
J3T" Philadelphia business also attended to.
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
12aply

j^UGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,

ALL THE TIME, IN

HARNESS!
BRUSHES
SOAPS,
OILS,
AXLE
GREASE,
WHIPS,
COMBS,
Blankets,
Robes,
Lap-Covers
Fiy-Nets,

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator.
Dec.l7,lyr.

^

D. FETTEROLF,

Justice

of the

Peace

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

All the Best Grades of Working and Driving
COLLARS, at

Detiflert, Upper ProvMence Spare.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. 3®” Repairing attended to
promptly. The best material used.

Justice of the Peace,

B3F”Headlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.

RAHN STATION, PA.

John G. Detwiler.

^ ^ “Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
able.
27jan-

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.

ProvMence Spare Harness Slop !

HAHN'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

T

B. WISMER,

Practical Slater I
Collegevllle, Pa. Always on hand roofiing
slate and slate flagging* and roofiing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

CHAS. H. D E T W IL E R ,

jSq"OTICE TO TAX-PAYERS.

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Dealers in

Binder Twine !

W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.
—A FULL LINK OF ALL KINDS OF—

H O RSE

GOODS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fiy nets,
&e. A fall stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl

TRAPPE

Harness Store !

Veterinary Surgeon & Dentist

A FULL STOCK OF

HARNESS

(GRADUATE OF TH E ONTARIO VETERINARY
COLLEGE, TORONTO, CANADA.)

— AND—

H o rse G o o d s
Always on hand.
New Harness of every description made to or
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter
what you may want In the line of harness or
horse goods In general, I can furnish you with
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,
&c., &c.

R epairing o f W hatever Description
Promptly and neatly done. Favor me with your
orders.

W. R. Wersler,
2maly

TRAPPE, PA.

Dentistry a Specialty.
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue
lolling* drawing on one rein, frothing at the
mouth* discharge from the nose and eyes, ab
normal growths, <fcc.
Diseases of all Domesticated Animals treated.
Particular attention given to Lame Horses.
Lame Horses will be treated at the Infirmary if
persons desire* Castration of Horses and Colts.
Special attention given to Surgical Operations.
A first-class supply of Medicine always on hand.
Telephone, Collegeville Exchange No. 1.

Office and Infirmary at my father’s residence,
near Kahn ’s Station , I ronbripge P. O,

A

T

E

N

T

S

Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U1 8. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business In less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secnred.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C,

Various grades, dressed aud undressed.

In order to have in ample season a good supply o f No. 1 Binder Twine, believing

SEVERAL TONS !

The Roberts Machine Company,

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS,

COAL.

But We’ve Put New Prices on All Our
Goods. They are LOW PRICES,
Such Pri ces that you Can’t
Afford to Miss.

Suits that were $8,

-

Now $6.

Suits that were $10.00, Now $8.00.
Elegant Pants worth $2.00, now $1.25.
All-Wool Pants that were $3.00, now $2.00.

Thin Summer Clothing1of Every Kind!

Seersuckers, Flannel Coats and Vests, $1.00.
Must be Sold to Linen Pants up to 50 in Waist. Coats and
Vests to 48 Breast.

lessness and neglect, or lack of knowl
edge as to what should be done under
certain circumstances. Tne following
from the catalogue of an experienced
horse breeder may be of value to many
1 S /L A .Y K Æ R O O M 1
of our readers : “The following condi
tions should be closely observed—1st.
The mare and colt must have a
thoroughly dry place to lie on unless
the mare foals late in warm summer Mills Running Night and Day and
weather. 2d. As soon as the colt
Feed Constantly Accumulating.
stands and begins to run about the
mare and suck freely, then the bowel#
must move freely. They ought to move
within six or eight hours after birth—
this is imperative. The first excrement
----- 2 0 0 T O N S ----------YOU SHOULD CALL ON----is very gummy, and is sometimes im
possible for the colt to void it without
assistance. Tbe straining brings on
inflamation of the bowels very rapidly.
The outward indications of constipation
Who has had years of practical experience in both
are switching of the tail, pointing
Fitting and Manufacturing Spectacles and EyeOur Own Make and Western. E x 
Glasses, and will guarantee to fit your eyes.
toward the flank with the nose, and
t^ E Y E S EXAMINED FREE, WITH FINE SET
uneasiness of the bind legs. I have
cellent Grade.
OF TEST LEN SES USED BY OCULISTS.
found the safest plan is to make it a
L A R G E STOCK! O F
rule to inject each colt during the first
half day of its life with abont half a
Gold, Silver and Steel Spectacles and Bye-Glasses always on hand.
teacupful of raw linseed oil in a pint of
Special attention given to the repairing of Spectacles and Eye-Glasses. New Glasses in Frames
2 5 TONS
or New Frames on Old Glasses.
warm castile soap suds, or warm
molasses and cream, mixed half and
1 6 XI. M a in S t., Opp. S qu are, N o rr isto w n , F a .
half, will answer the purpose. I f in
great pain, it may be allayed by an
injection of half a teaspoonful of lauda
num in a teacup of warm water and
W M. C . B L A C K B U R N ,
Proprietor
outward applications of hot flannels or
OUR O W N M A KE .
C
(1
bJ
mustard and vinegar plasters, rubbed
*0
TO
o
M
♦
into the hair on the belly. Laudanum
PQ w
must not be given to a new born colt
u
ÌZ5
bJ
• tí
through the stomach unless the bowels
H
o
1 5
T O IST S
o
P
are free and open.
P
S3
Ö
0
We have known of many a foal being
p*
M
w
killed by an overdose of laudanum given
T J SH
$-1
o
internally for costiveness. Some do
<-»>
c i *<
o
not seem to know bow little of suoh
m
P
medicine tbe stomach of a new born
O
□
■foal can stand. We have been bothered
nrf a
o
&
o
sometimes with scores in the new born
CD
CÎJ
C(1
foal, where the mares had been grained
and gave more or richer milk than tbe
colt could digest for the first few days.
In such cases we would milk the mare
a little three or four times a day until
H E A D Q U A R T E R S ! 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
tbe colt got over tbe scours and gained
F o r S P O R T IN G G oods I N O R R IS T O W N , F a .
sufficient strength to take full rations.
A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
— National Horse Breeder.

HAETEAMET HOUSE, HOEEISTOW I, PA.

RYE FEED !

CORN BRAN.

It is very annoying to raise a flock
of pullets until they are nearly a year
old, and then, just at a time when eggs
should be coming in, to have tbe pul
lets defer tbeir duty as if they would
never begin. Such pullets are usually
as handsome as can be, in full health,
and should have been laying long ago.
The cause is due to a surplus of grain
food—overfeeding—and they will usu
ally be found fat. A pullet may be COLLEGEVILLE,

C O A L.

AND CAKE M EAL.

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

E N T E R P R IS E

IA E B L E WORKS
R0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co., Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Monuments and Tombstones, of Italian or

American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E nterprise W orks. Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“Low prices and fair dealings,”
BESPECTFULL Y,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

Juue8-ly.

The Hunsicker Company,
PROPRIETORS.

-----FRESH----B R E A D ,

ROLLS,
—&c., &c.,—

E V E R Y M ORNING.

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

W m . J. THOMPSON,
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

BEEF,=
VEAL,=
— MUTTON,
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

W M . J. TH O M PSO N ,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

THE COLLE SEVILLE

Meat & Provision Store
A Full Line o f
Fresh and Smoked
Meals always on

FIFTY TONS

A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.

-

OATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

Leading Clothiers in the Schuylkill Valley,
Pottstown, Pa.

I J I tlll lptiB iM .

-

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

WEITZENKORN & SONS,

1 .1 .

CH ESTN U T

FLOUR,

July Sz August !
Are Noted as Being Dull
Months in all Lines
of Business.

CEDAR AND
RAILS.

L e h i g h and S c h u ylk il l

Collegeville* F a .

o f Feed.

P

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LUM BER,

In pursuance of an act of Assembly approv
ed March 17th, 1868, and supplementary acts
that the crops will be good and large quantities o f Twine will be used,
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery County
will meet the tax-payers of said county, at the
we have placed our order direct with a Large Manufacturer f o r
following named times and places, for the pur
pose of receiving the State and County Taxes
for the year 1889, assessed in their respective
districts, viz :
Township of Frederick, at the public house of
Samuel Sassaman, Thursday, July 18, from 8
to 12.
OF TH E SA M E , W H IC H WE W IL L S E L L A T A S M A L L PR O F IT.
Township of Marlborough, at the public house
of Samuel Barndt, Friday, July 19, from 10 to 2.
Do not delay in placing your order with us, to be filled any time you may wish. Don’t
Borough of Greenlane, at the public house of
Geo. Shenkel, Friday, July 19, from 3 to 6.
think by waiting you may get it cheaper, as you known Twine Combination has been formed, and
Borough of Pennsburg, at the public house of the crops looking favorable, the Combination will be much more likely to raise than lower the
Daniel E. Graber, Saturday, 20, from 9 to 12.
prices.
TERMS : CASH ON DELIVERY.
Borough of East Greenville, at the public
house of G. B. Keely, Saturday, July 20, from
1 to 4.
Township of Upper Hanover, at the public
house of Jonas Haring, Monday, July 22, from
10 to 3.
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,
Township of Upper Salford, East District, at
the public house of Jacob P. Dannehower, Tues
day, July 23, from 8 to 11.
Township of Upper Salford, West District, at
the public house of Joshua R. Kolb, Tuesday,
July 23, from 1 to 4.
Township of Lower Salford, at the publie
house of V. S. Ziegler, Wednesday, July 24,
from 9 to 3.
Township of Perkiomen, at the public house
of David H. Beau, Thursday, July 25, from 9
to 3.
Township ofSkippack, at the public house of
Michael S. Croll, Friday, July 26, from 9 to 3.
Boroughjof Lansdale, at the publie house of
Abr. G. Freed, Saturday, July 27, from 9 to 8.
Township of Franconia, at the public house of
Gideon N. Nyce, Monday, July 29, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Souderton, at tbe public house of
Wm. H. Freed, Tuesday, July 30, from 9 to 12.
Township of Hatfield, at the public house of
Jas. H. Carver, Tuesday, July 30, from 1 to 3.
Township of Towamencin, at the public house
of A. S. Bickel, Wednesday, July 31, from 10
to 3.
Borough of Hathoro, at the publie house of
John B. Jones, Thursday, Aug. 1, from 10 to 3.
Township of Moreland, Lower District, at the
public house of Louisa M. Schuck, Friday, Aug.
2, from 8 to 12.
Township of Moreland, Upper District, at the
public house of John C. Hobensack, Friday,
Aug. 2, from 1 to 4.
Township of Abington, at the public house of
George Herrman, Tuesday, Aug. 6, irom 10 to 4.
Borough of Jenkintown, at the public house
of G. F. Cottman, Wednesday, Aug. 7, from 10
to 3.
Township of Cheltenham, at the public house
of Benj. C. DuBree, Thursday, Aug. 8, from 8
to 2.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer’s office from June 3 to September 15, from
to 12 a. m., and from 1 to 3 p. m.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied by postage for reply, and in all
cases location of property must be definitely
given.
Inquiries relative to taxes, received after Sep
tember 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before .he 15. h doy of September, 1889, will be
given into the hands of the collector, when 5
per cent, will be added for collection, as per act
CARE OF FOALS.
of Assembly.
WILLIAM H. YOUNG,
Every spring a great many colts are
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
lost at foaling time or within a few County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, May 1,
1889.
days after either through gross care

WHEATBRAN

P. KOONS,

P ra ctica l S la ter I !

Swine are proverbially greedy; but it
is the duty of the owner of an animal to
control its natural habits when these
are opposed to its well doing ; so that
the first thing to be done in feeding
young pigs is to measure their feed
judiciously. They should never have
all they will eat. Only fattening swine
should be so fed, and they would soon
die from over-feeding if they were not
killed. When a young pig chokes at
the trough, squeals and falls over in a
fit, it is over-fed ; when it goes to the
side of the stall, champs its jaws, foams
at the mouth, and does nothing else
than this, it has been over-fed, and in
both cases it is suffering from conges
tion of the brain, due to indigestion
and disturbed circulation. It is in a
state of apoplexy and will probably
die, anbow, but the others may be
saved by at once reducing their feed
to about one-fourth of what they have
been getting. The prevalent paralysis
of the bind limbs is caused by over
feeding by which the kidneys have been
over-taxed and the nervous system of
the lumbse region (the loins) is dis
turbed. Thus the power of motion of
the hind legs is lost. Recent experi
ments in feeding young pigs go to
show that a pig of forty pounds needs
no more food per day than two quarts
of milk and four ounces of solid food,
such as bran or oats and corn meal.
On this allowance, gradually increased,
pigs made a steady and healthful
growth, while two others kept a pen by
themselves, and suffered to gorge them
selves, became stunted, stopped grow
ing, and in tbe third week one was at
tacked by congestion of tbe brain and
had to be starved out of it, losing fully
two months’ growth. When young
pigs are weaned, they should be fed in
shallow trough, from which they can
take their food only slowly. A pint of
milk and two ounces of boiled corn
meal mixed with tbe milk will be
enough for a daily ration tbe first
weejs, and a gradual increase may be
made, substituting raw meal, not ex
ceeding the limit above mentioned for
a six weeks’ or eight weeks’ old pig of
tbe best kind, and less in ratio with a
less weight. Over-feeding is the com
mon bane of the pig.—American A gri
culturist.

Gristock A Vanderslice,

S P E C IA L A N N O U N C E M E N T !

Are You in W ant of Spectacles or Eye-G lasses ?

mile north of Trappe.)

J

PIGS THAT ARE OVER-FED.

well fed from the time it was a chick,
but tbe food may be of a kind to
promote fat and may be lacking in
those elements that hasten growth
and maturity. The proper way to
raise pullets is to feed food not
abounding in starch, and to keep them
in exercise as much as you possibly
can.

hand.
Hams, Shoulders and Dried Beef by the piece or
chipped, and Bologna. IISF" Fresh Vegeta
bles in season.
Give me a call.

J. WESLEY GOTWALS.
CUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY Y03T*
News Agent,

Wheat Wanted at ail Times

Collegeville.

CCRAP IR O N !

P A 1ST B R O S .,
—i

PENNA

Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, deliv
ered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50c. per 100 ;
Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De stove and plow cast, 25c. per 100 ; wrought
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order, (¡^“Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty. scrap, 35c. per 100.
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
16jmj
Collegeville, Pa«

W I L L I A M B R IG G S ,

